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The purpose of this study was to identify program character-

istics of semesterized secondary vocational agriculture/agribusiness
programs which promote student involvement in supervised occupational
experiences and FFA leadership activities.
The design of this study utilized three data collection instruments.

The first instrument was an SOEP/FFA involvement survey developed

by the author.

The second instrument was developed by the author and

solicited SOEP and FFA program characteristics deemed necessary in a
semesterized program by instructors of the cooperating schools.

The

third instrument, an SOEP/FFA program characteristic opinionnaire,
was developed by the author as a result of the program characteristics
submitted by participating instructors.

A random sample of senior voca-

tional agriculture students and instructors was drawn from a six-state
area for participation in the study.

The data were then analyzed to

determine the means, frequencies, F-values, and t-values.
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions
were drawn:
1.

The number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture

di d strongly affect the students' involvement in SOEP.
2.

The number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture

did strongly affect the students' involvement inFFA.
3.

The type of semesterized program in which a student was

enrolled did affect the students' involvement in SOEP.
4.

The type of semesterized program in which students were

enrolled did affect student involvement in FFA.
5.

The instructor perceptions of necessary program character-

istics did not affect the extent of student involvement in SOEP.
6.

The instructor perceptions of necessary program character-

istics did not affect the extent of student involvement in FFA.
7.

The perceptions of program characteristics between instruc-

tors teaching in two-year semesterized programs and instructors teaching
in programs semesterized for at least three years differed significantly
on two of the 14 selected SOEP program characteristics.
8.

The perceptions of program characteristics between instruc-

tors teaching in two-year semesterized programs and instructors teaching in programs semesterized for at least three years differed significantly on two of 13 selected FFA program characteristics.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
vocational agriculture has traditionally been taught as an
alca,demic year course offering in which problems in an area of instruction are distributed throughout four years of instruction.

It has

been the objective of the program to prepare graduates for employment
in agri.culture.

Each year a variety of specific subject material is

taught from the general technical agriculture areas of animal science,
crop science, farm management, agricultural mechanics, and leadership.
As a student progresses throogh the program the material being studied
becomes more complex.

The student is also expected to conduct a

supervised occupational experience program either in production
agriculture or agribusiness during the entire four-year program.
The Vocational Education Act of 1963 expanded the objective
of vocational agriculture from employment in production agriculture to
include agribusiness.

This expansion included the employment areas

of agricultural supplies and services, agricultural processing, horticulture, renewable natural resources, and forestry.
required a directed practice on the farm.

The act no longer

The implementation of this

act raised questions in the minds of vocational agriculture instructors,
such as,

"How do I integrate these new course areas into the existing

curriculum?" and "How long a time period do these courses require to be
taught?"

Questions like these provoked discussions of non-traditional

delivery systems of vocational agriculture of which semesterization
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of teaching vocational agriculture on a semester basis
instruction in one specialized area of t~chnical agriculture
l8-week period. The area may be animal science or farm
or become more specific and be small animal care, turf
»JI~anagE!ment.,.

or marketi ng.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 is reflective of the
changing employment situation in agriculture. An increasingly small
percentage of the population is actually involved directly in farming,
and an expanding percentage is finding employment in agribusiness
occuPations. The vocational agriculture student population is similar.
An increasingly small percentage of students are from the farm, and
the. remai ni ng are from urban or acreage homes. These students are
pursuing agribusiness career objectives and recognize the need for
College education. They are taking the necessary science, math, and
English courses at the expense of a four-year vocational agriculture
program. Thus, the possibility for a declining student enrollment
exists.
Individuals involved in the delivery of vocational agriculture
in a school district realize the economic opportunity agriculture
provides and wish to maintain the program in their secondary curriculum.
An alternative available to the district is the semesterization of
their vocational agriculture program.
In 1972, Hammer wrote of his experience of increasing his vocational agriculture enrollment from twenty-two students in 1968 to

3

students in 1972.
"'~.. ~""

This increase, he felt, resulted from

the vocational agriculture program from a traditional frame-

one of semester courses, thereby more effectively meeting the
of speci.alized training in farming, agricultural business, and
cal courses for the college-bound student.
Archer (1972) added support to non-traditional programming after
,8",_
ss,",""

experience with term {nine-week} courses. The enrollment in his

program expanded from thirty to ninety-two .. He preferred the term pronY',.mn';ng to the traditional approach because it allowed more students
to participate, allowed students greater participation in shaping their
secondary program, provided admi ni strators and teachers with greater
flexibility in program scheduling, interested a higher quality student
in vocational agriculture, and was easier to utilize resource people
ina condensed type course.
Miller (1969) warned about the quick implementation of specialized
courses.

He cautioned educators not to assume that course content is

the crucial element to consider when changing to a semester approach.
He claimed the critical element was the process of vocational education;
process is the individualization and practical application aspects
,Which have always distinguished vocational education from general
education.

His concern focused on the increased enrollment which may

impair student involvement in small group work, field trips, and "doing"
activities. This greater enrollment causes teachers difficulty in
utilizing the individualized instructional techniques of problem solving
and supervised study.

It also provides less time for home visitations

4
sed eccupatien experience pregram censultatien due to.
teaching assignments placed en the instructer.
1iterature emphas izes the impertance ef' a seund framewerk
ntain the vocatienal education prDcess when switching frem the
vocatienal agriculture prDgram to. a semester program.

Most

'!",""C literature relating to semesterized vecatienal agriculture

ef epinions delineating the pesitive and negative aspects with
scientific research basis.
'<'o[mn

An adequate framewerk fDr

ementatiDn of semesteri zed pre grams into. the vecatiDnal agri cu lture
is net available to. scheel district persennel.

Witheut a

framework, it seems scheDl district persennel cDuld trade precess
fer co.ntent and thereby adversely affect their students' vecatienal
cho.ice a,nd cempetency.
This research will centribute a framewerk allo.wing individuals
co.ntemplating semesterizatiDn a better indicatien Df the decisiDns
to. ¢ensider in making such a change.

The cempletien ef this research

will cDntribute to. the pre gram develepment and evaluatien research
knewledge available in vecatienal educatien.

Its most impertant

centributien will be the maintenance ef prDgram prDcess in prDgram
deve lDpment.
Statement Df the Preblem
The purpese Df this study is to. identify pregram characteristics
o.f semesterized seco.ndary vecatiDnal agriculture/agribusiness pregrams
which prDmo.te student invDlvement in supervised Dccupatio.nal experiences
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Objectives
To determine common program characteristics of semesterized
agriculture/agribusiness programs that promote student
in supervi sed occupat iona 1 experi ences and FFA 1eaderactivities.
2. To measure the degree of involvement in supervised occupa.

programs of students in semesterized vocational
experience
.

~g~i culture/agribusi ness programs.
3. To measure the degree of involvement in FFA leadership
of students in semesterized vocational agriculture/
agribusiness programs.
Definitions
Agribusiness.

A blend of agriculture and business and a

combination of the producing operations of a farm, including the
services associated with them; the manufacturing and distribution
of farm equipment, fertilizers and supplies; the processing, storage,
marketing, and distribution of farm commodities including food and
fiber; and the conservation. preservation, and use of renewable natural
resources.
Degree of FFA involvement.

Extent of participation determined

by the highest degree of active membership attained, level of
competition in leadership events, and extent of participation 1n

6

activities.
Degree of supervised occupational experience program involvement.
of participation determined by the number of semesters a
has been conducted and completed, amount of money or time
and extent of participation in the FFA proficiency award

FFA proficiency award program.

Program designed to stimulate

interest in agricultural occupations and classroom instruction
rewarding FFA members for exceptional accomplishments in progression
T:O'Wd'"U

specifi c occupational objectives in agri culture/agri busi ness.
FFA program of activities.

A written plan of all activities

that an FFA chapter wishes to accomplish during a calendar year
divided into eleven program areas which are the basis for standing
committees of the chapter.
future Farmers of Ameri ca (FFA).

A national organization of,

by, and for boys and girls studying vocational education in agriculture
in pubHc secondary schools under the provisions of the National
Vocational Acts.

It is an integral part of the program of vocational

education in agriculture.

Its major aims and purposes include

leaderShip and character development, opportunity for self-expression,
cooperation, service, and sportsmanship.
Production agriculture.

Process of producing plants and

animals and decision process involved in making managerial decision in
,the science and technology of producing and marketing plant and animals
products.
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Instructional methods or techniques commonly
in.a program to promote student learning .
. Semesterized program.

Specifically relating to vocational

ture, it refers to teaching at least 50 percent of the fourunits of specialized technical
subject material.
SpeciaJized course.

Unit of study focusing on only one

<n":r,,, cal agriculture subject material for the duration of the course.
Sup.ervised Occupational Experience Program (SOE or SOEP).
«<''''',ei",~

A

of related learning experiences which is an integral part of the

nstruct10nal program of a student enrolled in vocational agriculture,
designed to develop knowledge and skills in agriculture.

These learning

experiences may be provided by utilizing facilities of the home,
farm, school, or an agricultural business.
of the following types of experiences:

Programs may include any

observation and exploration,

school farm or school laboratory activities, supervised farming
program, placement for farm experience, or on-the-job agribusiness
tratning.
Traditional program.

Specifically relating to vocational

agriculture, it is a course organization in which problems in an area
of jnstruction are distributed throughout two or more years of
instruction.
Validating committee.

Selected group of individuals recognized

to be authorities in their profession assembled to review the
reliability of a research instrument which the researcher has created.
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Assumptions
following assumptions were made in

p1a~ning and conducting

The meJl1pers of the validating committee are representative
" .. ;.;~~ region and of the agriculture education discipline.
2.

Ong

01n

g semesterized programs of vocational agriculture

withintfle region of study.
3.

lnstructors of vocational agriculture in the semesterized

programs studied possess expert knowledge about program characteristics
which affect involvement in FFA leadership activities and supervised
occupatiPtl,a1 experience programs in thei r own programs.
Limitations and Delimitations of the Study

De 1imitat ions
1. The process of randomly selecting participants for this

stu,~y includes representatives from the states of Iowa, Kansas,
Mitlneso ta , Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota.
2.

Lists of schools identified as conducting semesterized

vo¢ationa1 agriculture programs in Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, and South Dakota were obtained from the state directors
of vocational agriculture education.
Limitations
The study is limited by the validity of "questionnaire-type"
surveys when being used as a research instrument.

9

Significance of the Study
Eclucat(Jrs are searching for ways to maintain, vocational agricomprehensive high school curriculums.

Their search

the need for answers to questions of how to mai ntai nand
enrollment in vocational agriculture and make course content
lo",,,r

10 a changing high school population.

The 1it,erature supports inclusion of supervised occupational
ence programs and leadership development through FFA membership
positive components of the existing vocational agriculture program
Students participating in these program components have
shown to achieve to a greater extent in the acquisition of
technitaJ agriculture knowledge.

It is important when contemplating

program modification that positive components of the program process
be retained.

This study should stimulate researchers to further investigate
the problem of semesterized vocational agriculture programs.

par~icul ar

Its

focus wi 11 be the reorgani zation of vocat iona 1 education

programs in comprehensive secondary schools to promote efficient use
of facilities and personnel, and still retain the important components
of the vocational agriculture program process.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
purpClse of this literature review is to identify researched
of the traditional vocational agriculture program, report the
adVantages and disadvantages of semesterization .in secondary
ion, and to document instances where semesterization has been
vocatipna 1 agriculture programs.
In 1969, looking into the future of vocational agriculture
in 1980, Thompson forecast that the traditional vocational
tUt~

course structure of I, II, III, and IV would give way to

diverse ki.nds of program organization.

He felt it highly probable

traditional program organization would not be adequate to meet
neW'Chanllenges. The great diversity of occupations in agriculture
of thei'uture would demand a breadth of knowledge beyond that of the
agricultural educator. The emphasis would have to shift from that of
the speC:ialty such as agriculture to that of individualized programs.
It was. Thompson's assessment that sufficient attention would have to
be directed to adapting agricultural subject material to programmed
instruction, modular scheduling, flexible scheduling, computerized
instruction, and other systems designed to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of teaching.
Many agricultural educators over the years have resisted the
. forecast change of Thompson.

Their contentions have been that the voca-

tional process embedded in the traditional program organization is what

11

vocational education from general education.

,,";;;,,;~.• ,,n
";';"~"

Warmbrod,

that some persons propose that vocational educa-

to o.ffer as a way of making educational experiences

students than as a separate body of knowledge to be

Her (1969) was more specific in outlining the advantages of
ional education process whi ch has allowed teachers of vocaagriculture to meet the individual differences of students.
cesS should be characterized by (1) supervised practice in
istic,l'ife-l

environments, (2) small classes and class load
ike
teacher to encourage more individualized instruction, (3) in-

clusion of

~outh

organizations, and (4) time and money for adequate

teacher supervision.
The concern of Miller was that through change, program content
will be viewed as the crucial element, and program process will be
sacrifiGe . Class sizes will increase, curtailing the elements
d
1
of individual i zed education and, therefore, maki ng vocat iona education general both in its content and process.
Miller's concern about change and its impact upon the vocational education process was indirectly supported by a study on
approaches to semestering completed by King, Warren, and Moore (1977).
Th,eir descriptive study was conducted to determine the effects of
various forms of semestering on teaching-learning experiences.

One

definite conclusion of their study was the method of implementing
any semestering program is more important for teacher and student

12

than the effects of the actual organizational change.
,;;c(llrding to Golden (1968), there always exists
, the problem
for teaching to bring about a satisfactory ba1 ance
~Qrganization),

content (subject matter), and

techniques, or procedures).
nging about the balance.

The teacher is the

In Golden's estimation, better

actually only lecture about fifteen percent of the time.
Of the time is used for employing many different teach-

The traditional vocational agriculture program offers indility .1;0 each student through a variety of teaching techniques
in the program.

Each student is encouraged to participate

suPervised occupational experience program.

The experience

program individualizes classroom instruction to each student's
interests and 1ife situation.

The experience program participation

offers on-site supervision by the vocational agriculture instructor
througn planned visitations.

Another technique util ized to enhance

studellts' learning is school laboratory instruction.

Vocational

agriculture programs may include facilities for laboratory instruction in mechanic skills, livestock management skills, plant product;on skills, or a combination of the previously mentioned examples.
Individual attention increases skill competence needed for success
in the supervised occupational experience phase. The incentive
necessary for continued self-development in occupational skills and
interpersonal communication is encouraged through membership in the

13

award$ for skill development in technical areas as
;.',noY'chi p are used as teachi ng techniques.
has shown that the teaching techniques utilized in
agriculture instruction have been successful in promoting
A 1974 study was conducted by Neave1l, who
the characteristics of students and their vocational
programs and performance on a criterion-referenced test
basiC principles of agriculture. His study revealed that
cuclent;s performing at higher levels of mastery on all items tended
have more supervised occupational experience program activi, (2). participated in more FFA contests and award activities,

held membership on more FFA committees, and (4) planned to attend
four-year colleges, technical schools, or community colleges in
no further educational plans.
'Thls finding of higher student achievement on agricultural
knowledge as a result of participation in supervised occupational
experience programs and/or FFA activities is supported by results
of research conducted by Long and Israe1sen (1983). The results of
this study showed that performance on a validated test containing
both production agriculture and agribusiness questions was higher
by those students with supervised occupational experience programs
than students without such experience. Students who were active
members of the FFA also scored significantly higher on both portions
of the test than did non-members.
The effectiveness of the vocational agriculture program can be

14

threugh the epiniens ef the clientele served by the program.
clientele group of pregram completers was surveyed in the
regien of the southern United States. This,survey conducted
''''''<em

(1980) of 1252 respendents shewed strong support for the
inclusion of FFA and supervised occupational experience

'''r'~ms

in the vocational agriculture program.

The prpgram elements of vocational agriculture net only affect
arning qf technical agricultural knowledge of students, but
s (1981) indicates also. affect werk attitudes, eccupatienal
lopmellt. ,and human relation skills. Specifically, Rawls' study
parental perceptians of these benefits derived from
sed accupational experience pragrams. Rawls surveyed epinions
students had attained no FFA degree (indicating
vacatianal agriculture activity), the Greenhand FFA degree,
the Chapter Farmer FFA degree, and the State Farmer degree.

In all

cases the parents surveyed perceived at least one of the previouslymentiOned benefits was derived as a result af participation in a
supervisedaccupatianal experience pregram.

Parents of State Farmer

degree recipients perceived all three benefits had been derived,
while parents of Chapter Farmer degree recipients perceived two
benefits (wark attitudes and human relatians) were derived.

Even

the parents of students who. had received no FFA degree perceived the
benefits af wark attitude and occupatienal develapment as being
deriyed by their students. Parents of Greenhand degree recipients
perceived student supervised occupational experience programs pravided

15
of work ~ttitude.

This evidence found by Rawls adds

.the cO!l1l1.ents made by the National Advisory Council on
Educati<J:n in 1968 that vocational education is a "teaching
whi ch '\la,Y have even more to offer as method than as
(Warmbrod • 1968.p. 4).
Williams (1979) performed a study similar to Rawls, but his
.... igation focused on the perceived benefits of supervised occupaexperience programs by students.

The responding students

that not only were supervised occupational experience programs
h,,,n,,"'icial 1n the development of knowledge and skills, but also in

devel~pment of desirable occupational and educational attitudes
and valueS.
LO this point in the review of literature, documentation has
been directed toward the FFA and supervi sed occupat iOna 1 experi ence
program elements of the vocational agriculture process.
these

Although

tWQ elements are major in the individualization of instruction

in vocationa1 agriculture, other teaching techniques and procedures
are illlPortant.
Kahler (1970) designed a study to test new instructional
techniques in vocational agriculture.

The purpose of the study was

to determine the effect of the new instructional techniques on student
achievement and to compare individual and group instructional techniques.

The approaches included (1) audio tutorial, (2) single concept

film, (3) prepared lesson plan, (4) field trip, (5) demonstration,
(6) videotape, (7) overhead projected transparency, and (8) traditional.
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results of Kahler's study seemed to be more conclusive
atmosphere in which instructional techniques were used
''';1..1'1'111

the techni ques themselves.

For instance, observations

study strongly suggest that when using the investigated
in teaching vocational agriculture, teachers should
the technique or techniques that best presents the subject
bei ng studied to the student's needs and background. Thi s
usion would appear to support the element of experience program

""~"1'ions'as very important when becoming fami 1i ar with student
and background. Other results of the study included:
1. The teacher's knowledge of subject matter contributed
significantly to variance in student achievement.
2. Treatment groups which encouraged independent study
in addition to large group instruction achieved at
higher levels than those students subjected to large
group instruction only.
3. The smaller the size of class the higher the level of
student achievement regardless of technique used.
The conclusions reached in Kahler's study seem to support
the oplnion of Mi ller that process is as important if not more so
in student achievement than content. The exact element of increased
enrollment which concerned Miller is what Kahler found to be detrimental to student achievement.

Possibly Kahler identified a partial

aid in maintaining student achievement in large class enrollment-that being independent study.

However, perhaps independent study has

been in place from the very beginning in vocational agriculture in the
teaching techniques such as supervised occupational experience
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al1d FFA members hi p.
'lliams' (1919) study of student perception of benefits gained
s.ed occupational experi ence programs suggests that
~~'~"~al

educators are doing a better job of independent study

;~·,·~tlld~nts

who have production agriculture experience programs

than agribusiness programs. A second result of his study
.,,~.,- ..

out'tliat students perceived experi ence programs to be more
'in areas re1 ated to production agriculture than areas
agribusiness.

Could this result be attributed to an

traditional programming and a reluctance to more flexible
nr'10r'~m~n;ng,

such as semesterization? A result of Long and
study (1983) on student achievement in production agriagribusiness, based upon the organizational variable of

student participation in either specialized classes of agricultural
science or mechanics or in a class that combined these subjects,
showed there exists no difference.

Research by Davis and Ross (1976)

adds' support to the findings of Long and Israelson.

Their study

on the impact of semestering on selected secondary schools in Ontario,
Canada showed there to be no effect on student achievement.
Other research conducted by Moodie (197l) in Canada on
semestering in Vancouver schools asked administrators, teachers,
students, and parents who had been involved in a semestering system
to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the system.

The majority

of respondents appeared to support the various semester plans
instituted in the Vancouver schools.

The respondents cited early
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greater course variety, easier retention of subject
stuq;,ed each day, ability to repeat fai led courses the
;"",.<tp.r,

and maintenance of interest by changing subjects in

eof the school year as major advantages.

The advantage

coUrse variety allowed provides a method to support
forecast of agriculture education in 1980 that greater
of occupations in agriculture of the future may demand a
of knoWledge beyond that of the agricultual educator.
Although these Canadian studies were completed on the entire
program and not vocational education specifically, Archer

'CU!IIUc'f"V

a vocational agriculture instructor in Ohio, reported similar
.nT.no'<

when switching from a traditional program to one of nine-

kterm course offerings.
>i;~;tudeI1ts;

He witnessed the same occurrence of

peing able to obtain a greater breaqth of educational exHe further reported that the greater program flexibility

allowed students to take a greater part in shaping their own
individUalized program.

The change al10wed the school more flexibility

in curricUlum arrangement and in obtaining resource people for a
condensed type course.

Observations also supported the Canadian

findings that less time was spent reviewing old material and retention
was thus made easier.
The flexibility allowed by thesemesterization of courses
allows more students to take advantage of vocational agriculture
(Archer, 1972) and, thereby, provides an avenue to remedy the problems
Which can be created by distinct vocational tract education.

The
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isory

~ouncil

on Vocational Education declared in 1968,

longer room for any dichotomy between the intellectual
and map' pu 1 at i ve ski 11 s, and, therefore, between academi c
nal education" (Warmbrod, 1970, p. 215).

Professor Rupert

the University of Illinois, succinctly stated the warning
the numerouS advantages of separate, parallel
1 schOf$1 s they may be offset by the tremendous di sadvantag

e

ating students by socioeconomic level.

,," , .. c",,~tgri zation provi des many advantages through greater
lity; however, it also presents disadvantages, some of which
the vocational education process.

Moodie (1971), in his

study, identified the weakness of reduced time available
jnd;yidUalized instruction, which was a situation caused by too
a pace required of instruction and learning to cover content
a shorter time period.

Two additional weaknesses uncovered in

increased workload for administrators, teachers,
and counselors, and a lack of continuity created by elapsed time
'before another sequential course is studied in the same academic
area.

E,ach of these weaknesses was cited by Miller in his 1969

art i cle" "Some Questions About Sped ali zed Courses."
When semesterization has been attempted in vocational agriculture,
the disadvantages identified by Moodie have affected the traditional
vocational education process.

Both Hammer and Archer reported

difficulties with completion of supervised occupational experience
programs, especially in city school systems because of lack in
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Additionally, these individuals experienced weakening of
.orqarnzation in their non-traditional programs by dividing
en01ram andlJliXi ng cl asses.
dHficulties caused Archer and Hammer to modify
approach to require all freshmen to take an
;'b+;'1n

class to agriculture where supervised experience programs

ained.and designed and basic FFA instruction is accomplished.
Han1ll1€!r' s;,:program, the supervi sed occupational experi ence program
was changed from every enrolled student in agriculture
those students mai ntai ni ng FFA membership.
If "educators attempt to adapt agricultural subject matter to

vidually programmed instruction, it is important that the positive
the traditional vocational agriculture education process
be saCrificed.

It is the intent of this study to contribute

lit.erature-researched do cument at ion of the effect semesterization has on student i nvol vement in vocational agricul ture and
identification of process modifications necessarily made to facilitate
the s.emesterized program.
Thi s revi ew of 1iterature clearly ident i fi es the concerns
agricultural educators have held in relation to change from the
traditional vocational agriculture program to a semesterized program.
The Concern is clearly one of sacrifice of vocational education
process for vocational education content.
Research investigating the various techniques which make up
the vocational agriculture education process supports the ability of
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to enhance student achievement .. These techniques
over the years by their inclusion in the traditional
culture program, and, in turn, the program has
its present position from their inclusion.

~~:d,ocumerlts

Previous

asOccessful program process, and it is under-

,le'\f()ca,tioMl agriculture educators express concern when a

.than~,e is ai scussed.

'hJ.lr\W","p.,.,a~";fhompson

stated, the great diversity of occupations

ture of the future demands a breadth of knowledge beyond
of the \j.gricultural educator. The emphasis will shift from
of specialty such as agriculture to that of individualized
'The research reviewed indicates that semesteri,zation allOWS
flexibility to adapt vocational agriculture to individualized
er
.'5E!colnda.fV programs. The research states that ita 11 ows a 1arg
population of students to enroll in vocational agriculture classes.
Even with increased flexibility and other advantages, semesterhatton threatens to impinge upon the vocational agriculture education process. The disadvantage of less continuity created in the
program can have disastrous effects on the supervised occupational
experience segment and participation in the FFA.

If educators

attempt to adapt agricultural subject matter to individually programmed instruction, it is important that the positive elements of
the traditional vocational agriculture education process not be
sacrificed.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
objective of this study was to identify program
stics of semesterized secondary vocational agriculture/
programs which promote student involvement in supervised
¢xperiences and FFA leadership activities.

This chapter

the design, the population, the sample, and the procedure
lecting data.
Hypotheses
Seller-al factors may influence involvement in supervised occupaexperiences and FFA leadership activities.

The followi ng null

were used in studying the effect of semesterization on
stLldpllt

involvement in SOE and FFA.

There is no significant difference in the involvement of
student.s in SOEP based on the number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture.
Null Hypothesis
.
-2
There is no significant difference in the involvement of
students in FFA leadership activities based on the number of semesters
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
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~~3
is no significant difference in the involvement of

in SOEP based on the type of semesterized program in which
enrolled •
.!.'.lJ=~'-"'-

4

There i5 no significant difference in the involvement of
tudient:s iflFFA leadership activities based on the type of semesterized
~n,,~,m in which they are enrolled.

Hypo.thesis ~
There is no significant difference in teacher perceptions of

<"n",<.~''''ized program characteristics necessary to mai ntai n student
SOEP based on the actual extent of student involve-

=.t:=""'-'':::!- 6

There is no significant difference in teacher perceptions
of semesterized program characteristics necessary to maintain student
i nvo lvement in FFA based on the actual extent of student i nvo 1 vement
in FFA.
Nun Hypothesis

I

There is no significant difference in teacher perceptions of
semesterized program characteristics necessary to maintain student
involvement in SOEP based on the type of semesterized program in
which they teach.
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significant difference in teacher perceptions
program characteristics

~cessary

to maintain
ed
vement in FFA based on the type of semesteriz program

,,,,:zea

teach.
Popul ation
population for this study was all semesterized vocational
ture programs (teachi ng at least 50 percent of the four-year
um as semester-long units of specialized technical agriculture
material) in South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa,

T~e

population was identified by contacting directors of voca-

agricultural education (see Appendix A) in the selected states
and asklnq them to make the identification utilizing the following
def'initions:
Semesterized proqram.

Specially relating to vocational

agriCulture, it refers to teaching at least 50 percent of the fouryear curriculum as semester-long units of specialized technical
agriculture subject material.
Specialized course. Unit of study focusing on only one
technical agriculture subject material for the duration of the course.
Selection of the sample
The concept of semesterization in vocational agriculture programs
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occur in all states.

During this research, it

rarely does semester'ization occur in Nebraska (two
Kansas (one program).

There were no semes teri zed pro grams

with the study's definition in South Dakota.
,,,/n;,;..~,,

Semesteriza-

COlTlllon in Missouri, Minnesota, and Iowa, comprising

. , and 7.5 percent of each state's programs respectively.
order to account for this vari abi 1ity of occurrence, a
fied ra.ndom sample was made in each state based upon its
age Of the 258 semesterized programs in the five-state region.

1 nlustrates the distribution of semesterized programs in the
~state

region and the random sample.
TABLE 1

Number of Semesterized Vocational Agriculture Programs
in the State and Sample

Number of Semesterized Programs

Percent of the
Regional Total

Missouri

132

51.1

14

Minnesota

104

40.3

12

19

7.4

2

NebraSka

2

0.8

1

Kansas

1

0.4

1

258

100.0

30

Iowa

Total

Number of
Schools in Sample
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Additional programs were selected in all states except Kansas
any of the original programs declined to participate.
ion pfeach of the programs in the sample is shown on the

In each program selected, all senior vocational agriculture
were requested to participate in the study.

A list of the

ipating programs is presented in Appendix B.
Preparation of the Instrument
In the preparation of the instrument to measure student
in SOEP and FFA, the following steps were taken:
1. Selected members of the agricultural education staff at the
niversity of Nebraska assisted the author in the initial development
survey instrument.
2. A panel of experts was selected from the directors of
. vocational agriculture education in the states involved in this study
the development of the survey instrument (see Appendix A).
3. A letter explaining the purpose of the study and proposed
instrument was sent to each state director (see Appendix C) along with
a copy of the proposed instrument.

All of the reviewing participants

were encouraged to make suggest ions for changes in the instrument.
4. After ten days, a telephone call was placed to each state
director who failed to return the proposed instrument.
5. The revised instrument (Appendix D) was then printed and
used by the author in collection of the data.
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Figure Caption

,"n.,,.~nI11cal

location of selected vocational agriculture

participate.

1

14
11
6

21 18

1- Esthervi He

2. Pekin
3. Southwestern Hts.
4. Byron
5. Cedar Mountain
6. Chisago
7. Granite Falls
8. Halstad
9. Hancock
10. Luverne

11. Milaca
12. New Prague
13. Orr
14. Park Rapids
15. Windom
16. Albany
17. Archie
18. Ava
19. Butler
20. Charleston

2l. Crane
22. Delta
23. Hermann
24. King City
25. Meadow Heights
26. Odessa
27. Rich Hill
28. Washburn
29. Wright City
30. Blair
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sproceQure was used by the author for determining face
reliability of the survey instrument.
the pr@'paration of the instrument to determi ne program
stics necessary to maintain student involvement in SOEP
the fQllowing steps were taken:
Dr. James T. Horner, University of Nebraska, assisted the
the initial development of the survey instrument (Appendix E).
A panel of experts consisting of the instructors from the
z~d

programs involved in this study was selected to identify

cl:\aracteristics to be included in the development of the
instrument.
1nlOnrfi

Ali st of these instructors can be found in

x F.
3 •. Each of the instructors chosen was sent a letter (Appendix

explaining the purpose of the study and its design.
4,

Approximately five days after receiving the letter of

"",,,xo anation, each instructor was called by telephone confirming
cipation in the identification of program characteristics.
5.

After three weeks, a follow-up letter (Appendix H) was

sent to the instructors requesting their completion of the instrument
and its return.
6.

Seven days later all instructors who had not returned the

instrument were telephoned and encouraged to do so as soon as possible.
7.

The returned instruments were then used as a basis to

devise the content of the instrument to determine essentiality of
program characteristics to maintain SOEP and FFA involvement.
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A letter explaining the purpose of the instrument along
ia1 draft of the instrument was sent to selected agriculture
staff at the University of Nebraska for their review.

,~, .• o,." ng

All

participants were encouraged to make suggestions for

the instrument.
The revised instrument (Appendix I) was then printed and
the authqr in collection of the data.
Collection of ~ ~
The: foll

ng procedure was impl emented to collect the data
owi
me.asurement of student i nvo 1vement in SOEP and FFA.

1. A letter of explanation and request to participate in the

waS sent to each selected instructor (Appendix G).
2:.

Approximately five days after receiving the letter of

lanation, each instructor was called by telephone confi rmi ng
instructor's participation.
3. Copies of the instrument, along with a letter of explanation
and postage-paid envelope, were sent to the instructor in each participating program.
4. The instructor received directions for administering the
instruments with all participating students.

They distributed and

collected the instruments and returned the completed forms.
5.

After three weeks, a follow-uP letter (Appendix H) was

sent to the instructors who had not returned the instruments requesting
them to do so.
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('"pupn daYs later all instructors who had not returned the
n~t:rUlmerrts

eS~lon~5es

were contacted by telephone encouraging them

were obtained from 21 of the 30 programs i nvo 1ved

for a70percent return.

A total of 251 students

the (involvement questionnaire.
following procedure was implemented to collect the data
identification of program characteristics necessary to maintain
involvement in SOEP and FFA.
1. The survey instrument and a postage-paid envelope were
to each instructor of programs participating in the study.

2.

Each instructor reviewed the directions for completing

instrument and then provided the information requested.
3.

Five days after the instrument was sent to the instructors

letter was sent reminding each instructor of the survey purpose.
4.

After two weeks, a follow-up letter along with another

copy of the instrument was sent to &11 instructors who had fai led to
return the form.
Responses were obtained from 26 of the 30 instructors involved
in the study for an 87 percent return.
Analysis of Data
Data were obtained from three sources:

(1) the survey instru-

ment received from the vocational agriculture students, (2) the survey
form from instructors of vocational agriculture, and (3) demographic
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lected from each instructor during a telephone interJ).

All information was transferred to and processed

at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.'

~eQ.ueI1cy

ot responses, ranges, means, and standard devi ations
for tne samples.

The t-test and a one-way analysis

were llsed to determine if the sample means differed
ly fr9m ,each other. Where more than two groupS were
,
, the tukey-HSD procedure was used to determine whether the
means differed si gnifi cantly from one another.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
S

study was primarily concerned with identifying program
ics of semesterized secondary vocational agriculture
ch prpmote a hi gh degree of student i nvo 1vement in

occupational experi ences and FFA leadership activities.
Specific Objectives
1. ,To determine common program characteristics of semestertonal agriculture/agribusiness programs that promote

in~olvement

in supervised occupational experiences and FFA

hip ~ctivities.
2 .. To measure the degree of involvement in supervised
ationa1 experience programs of students in semesterized vocaagriculture/agribusiness programs.
3.

To measure the degree of involvement in FFA leadership
of students in semesterized vocational agriculture/

The findings of this study are presented in two sections.
The first section contains demographic data

ab~ut

the schools and

instructors who partiCipated in the part of the study measuring
student i nvo 1vement in SOEP and FFA.

In this part of the study,

twenty-one of the thirty schools selected responded to the research
instrument.

The second section reports on those twenty-six schools
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ii''r,lctlors Who participated in the part of the study identifycharacteri stics necessary to mai ntai n stu?ent i nvol vement
FFA •

..•.. section One--Student Involvement in SOEP and FFA
n

sti..fdy further the characteri sti cs of the instructors i nthis study and the programs and schools in which they teach,
information was obtained in a telephone interview (Appendix J)
'""

'

ve to the type of semesterized program in which they taught,
enrollment of the school in which they taught, their tenure
agriculture instructor, and the student enrollment
r, vocational agri culture program.

ofSemesterized Program
It became evident as the author progressed with the study
the programs involved fell into three types.

Type one was a

program in which all four years were semesterized instrucType two was a semesteri zed program in whi ch the fi rst year
.' (freshman) was a continuous enrollment and the other three years
of the program were semesterized.

Type three, the most common in

the study, began with two years (freshman and sophomore) of continuous
enrollment and the last two years of the program were semesterized.
The frequency distribution of the 21 programs involved in
this study based on semester type is shown in Table 2.

It should
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TABLE 2
ion of Type of Sernesterized Vocational Agriculture
Program of 21 Schools Completing the SOEP/FFA
Involvement Survey

Number of Programs
years of semesterized
ion

Percent

4

19.0

inuous .enrollment in
first year (freshman)
three years of semesterprogram

2

10.0

i nuouS enro llment fi rst
years (fres hman and
) and last two
of sernesterized

15

71.0

Total

21

100.0

note.d that in all states involved in the study except Missouri,
he decIsion of semester type was left up to the local school;
nOW'eVE!r, in Missouri, only semester type three was acceptable by
the State Department of Education.

Consequently, if semesteriza-

tion occurred in Missouri vocational agriculture it was of the typethree design.

Inspection of Table 2 shows 19 percent were in type

one, 10 percent were in type two, and 71 percent were in type three
programs.
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The 9-12 student enrollment distribution for ,schools in the
s illustrated in Table 3.

An observation of Table 3 reveals

erc,ent of the schools had an enrollment between 100 and 200
; 24 percent had an enrollment between 201 and 300 students;
'''.,r",>nt had an enrollment between 301 and 400 students; 9.5

had an enrollment between 401 and 500 students; and 24
had an enrollment greater than 500 students.
TABLE 3
Distribution by Enrollment, Grades 9-12, of 21 Schools
Completing the SOEPjFFA Involvement Survey
Number of Schools

Percent

7

33.0

5

24.0

2

9.5

401-50,0

2

9.5

Over 500

5

24.0

21

100.0

Enrollment

Tota]

Tenure of Instructor
It is noted in Table 4 that 47 percent of the teachers in
the study had taught between one and five years; 38 percent had
taught between six and ten years; 5 percent had taught between
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fifteen years; and 10 percent had taught more than

TABLE 4
stribution by Tenure of 21 Secondary Instructors Who
Administered the SOEPjFFA Involvement Survey

Percent

Number of Instructors
1- 5

10

47.0

6-10

8

38.0

11-15

1

5.0

Over 15

2

10.0

21

100.0

Vocational Agriculture Program Enrollment
Nineteen percent of the vocational agriculture programs
incl.Uded in the study had enrollments of 40 students or less (see
Table 5).
bet~en

Fifty-seven percent of the programs had enrollments

41 and 80 students; 14 percent had between 81 and 120

students; and 10 percent had enrollments greater than 120 students.
~

of SOEP Conducted .!?t. Students
The distribution of types of supervised occupational

experience programs conducted during their high school career by
students participating in the study is shown in Table 6.

It should
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TABLE 5
by Total Vocational Agriculture Enrollment of 21
'Pr,nar,amS ClJIllpleting the SOEP/FFA Involvement Survey

Number of Programs
S',l.UIlJl

40

than: 120

Percent

4

19.0

12

57.0

3

14.0

2

10.0

21

100.0

that this question on the instrument (Appendix D, Question 3)

'",,,i'ert

students to make more than one selection for thei r answer.
s allowance was made because sometimes students will conduct more
one type of SOEP.

Because of this, the reported percentages of

's conducted by students adds up to a percentage greater

100.
As shown in Table 6, 67 percent of the students were involved
with 'an ownership production agriculture SOEP; 6 percent with
an OWnership agribusiness SOEP; 23 percent with the placement
production agriculture SOEP; 14 percent with a placement agribusiness
SOE:P; and 19 percent of the students had not conducted an SOEP.
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TABLE 6
bution by Type of SOEP of 251 Students Completing
the SOEP/FFA Involvement Survey
Percent

Number of Students
ion
agri busi ness

67.0

167

6.0

15

,'"",-

ion
, agribusiness
conducted

23.0

51

14.0

34

19.0

48

Some students conducted more than one type of SOEP.

The plans of students participating in this study upon
'2g'raduat, ion from high school are shown in Table 7.

'DerCE~nt

Fifty-five

of the students intended to seek further education, of which

per,ce

nt

of the students p1 anned further education for agricultural

career preparation and 24 percent of the students for nonagricultural career preparation.

Twenty-one percent of the students

intended to farm; 8 percent planned on seeking immediate employment
in agri busi ness; and 18 percent pl anned on an immedi ate career outsi de
of agribusiness.
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TABLE 7
ion of Post-Graduation Plans of 251 Students Completing
the SOEP/ FFA I nvo 1v.ement Survey,

Number of Students

ion Plans

Percent

for agri-

77

30.6

59

23.5

52

20.7

career

19

7.7

bus i nes s career

44

17.5

251

100.0

for nonre career

.-'-'-'.:=..:..= Re lated

to the Null Hypotheses

Since the null hypothesis was used as a statistical frame
reference in the study, this report of the results consists of
ion in terms of the null hypothesis.
Null Hypothesis

1.

There is no significant difference in

the involvement of students in SOEP based on the number of semesters
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
The findings in Table 8 related to the question:

"How many

semesters during your high school career have you been enrolled in
a vocational agriculture/agribusiness class?"
by checking the box next to the correct number.

Students responded
There were eight
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TABLE 8
Scores Representing the Degree of Involvement in SOEP By
,tuclen1cs in Relation to .the Number of Semesters Enrolled
in Vocational Agriculture
Number of Semesters Enrolled
in Vocational Agriculture
1-4
5-6
7-8
(N=50)

(N=49)

(N=152)

Mean Score

**
**
6.84*** 16.20*** 24.97***

s.D.

8.45

8.84

F-Ratio

77.72*

9.50

*Participation groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
cipation group comparisons significantly different based on
Tui<tey-HSD. procedure for differences between groups, alpha = 0.05.
***Participation group comparisons significantly different based on
Tukey-HSD procedure for differences between groups, alpha = 0.05.
S. D. " Standard Devi at io n

choices available for student response consisting of one through
e'i ght semes ters .
The findings in Table 8 also relate to the involvement score
attained by students on the SOEP portion of the SOEP/FFA involvement
survey.

A copy of the survey along with assigned point values for

specific answers can

be

found in Appendix K.

In order to statistically test the relationship between
number of semesters enrolled and SOEP involvement attained, three
groups of students based upon semesters enrolled were created.

The
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consisted of 50 students who had enrolled in between
semesters . . The second group consisted of 49 students
enrolled in either five or six semesters, and the third group
of 152 students who had enrolled in either seven or eight

Ass'hown in Table 8, the F-ratio was 77.72, which was sig1y different at the 0.01 level for means describing the degree
vement in SOEP for groups of students, in relation to the
of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture.

The Tukey-

procedure was used to determi ne s i gnifi cant differences between
A sianificant difference was found at the 0.05 level
hi>twP"n

a11 groups.
Null

Therefore, the null hypothesi s was rejected.

Hypothesis~.

There is no significant difference in

the involvement of students in FFA leadership activities based on
thenUUlber of semesters enro 11 ed i n vocational agri culture.
The findings relating to this null hypothesis were attained
by determining the number of semesters students in the study had
been enrolled in vocational agriculture and the degree of FFA
involvement they had accomplished during their high school career.
The degree of FFA involvement was determined by each student's
involvement score attained on the FFA portion of the SOEP/FFA
involvement survey.

A copy of the survey with assigned point values

indicated for specific answers can be found in Appendix K.
The semester enrollment in vocational agriculture for each
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n the study was determi ned by aski ng the students the
"How many semesters during you.high school career have
in a vocational agricultu're/agribusiness class?"
rp<;oond"d by selecting a response from one to eight
representing their enrollment.
In or,d~r to statistically test the relationship between
f semesters enrolled and FFA involvement attained, three
of students based on semesters enroll ed were created.

The

consisted of 50 students who had been enrolled from one
semesters.

The second group was comprised of 49 students who

been.enrolled either five or six semesters, and the third group
sted of 152 students who had been enrolled either seven or
semesters.
The findings, relating to this null hypothesis, are shown
An F-ratio of 75.71 was obtained, which was highly
at the 0.01 level for means describing the degree of
involVement in FFA for groupS of students in relation to the number
of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture.

The Tukey-HSD

procedure was used to determine significant differences between
groups.

A significant difference at the 0.05 level was found between

all groups; therefore, .the null hypothesis was rejected.
Null Hypothesis

l.

There is no significant difference in

the involvement of students in SOEP based on the type of semesterized
program in which they are enrolled.
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TABLE 9
Scores Representing .the Degree of Involvement in FFA by
Groups of Students in Relation to the Number of
Seme.sters Enro11ed in Vocational Agriculture

Number of Semesters Enrolled
in Vocational Agriculture
1-4
5-6
7-8

F-Ratio

(N:152)

·M.,," Score

**
7.96***
12.07

**
21.63***

37.76***

15.11

16.59

75.71*

"W~~Y'Ticipation

groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
articipation group comparisons significantly different based
on TUKey-HSD procedure for differences between groups, alpha: 0.05.
n~p;lrT: cipation group comparisons significantly different based
Tukey-HSD procedure for differences between groups, alpha: 0.05.
: .Standard Deviation

In the preliminary stages of this study, all instructors
of pp:rti ci pati ng programs were contacted.

One of the demographi c

item.::> determined at that time was the type of semesterized program
bei,n9 conducted.

All of the programs participating in this study

can be classified into three groups:

(1) programs that were

completely semesterized all four years; (2) programs which were only
semesteri zed duri ng the sophomore, junior, and seni or years and
year-long in the freshman year, and (3 ) programs whi ch were year-long
the first two years and semesterized the last two years.
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provide evidence relating to this n~ll hypothesis all
icipating .in the study were divided into ,groups corng to the type of semesterized program in which they were
The group I students (complete semesterization) totaled
duals; group II (three years semesterized) totaled 27
and group III (two years semesterized) totaled 159
In order to complete a one-way analysis of variance
on the data a more equal distribution of subjects between
was necessary. To accomplish this equality a random selection
subjects was made in groups one and three. When this was
lett;!d the group sizes were as follows:

Group I

=

38; Group

I = 27; and Group III = 37.
Involvement in SOEP for the 102 individuals included in
this t.est was determined by their involvement scores attained on
the SOEP portion of the SOEP/FFA involvement survey.
The findings illustrated in Table 10 indicate an F-ratio
of 31.47 which was highly significant at the 0.01 level for means
describing the degree of invol vement in SOEP for groups of students
1n relation to the type of semesterized program in which they were
:nrolled. The Tukey-HSD procedure was used to determine significant differences between groups. This test found a significant
difference at the 0.05 level between all groups. Therefore, the
null hypothesis was rejected.
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TABLE 10
Representing the Degree of Involvement in SOEP by
of Students in Relation to the Type of Semesterized Program in Which They Were Enrolled,

0<;r,nrE'S

Type of Semesterized Program
Complete
Three Years
Two Years
(N=38)

(N=27)

(N=37)

**
8.68***

**
15.40***

26.64***

8.95

11.88

16.98

F-Ratio

31.47*

cipation groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
ion group comparisons significantly different based on
Tu~:ev-H~,U procedure for differences between groups, alpha = 0.05.
ion group comparisons significantly different based on
UKe,v~rl;:'U procedure for difference between groups, alpha = 0.05.
,n,nn;.rn Deviation

Null Hypothesis

i.

There is no significant difference in

involvement of students in FFA leadership activities based on
type of semesterized program in which they are enrolled.
The findings reported in Table 11 were identified by dividing
the 251 students participating in this study into the same three
groups based on semester type as used in testing null hypothesis
three. This meant a group size of 38,27, and 37 respectively
for Group I, II, and III.
Involvement in FFA for the 102 individuals included in this
test was determined by their involvement scores attained on the FFA
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TABLE 11
Representing the Degree of Involvement in FFA by Groups
in Relation to the Type of Semesterized Program
in Which They Were Enrolled
Type of Semesterized Program
Complete
Three Years·
Two Years
(N~38)

(N~27)

F-Ratio

(1+=37)

13.57**

20.59**

37.24**

16.23

18.45

15.96

19.47*

icipation groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
ion group comparisons significantly different based on
'UkE!V-H:'U procedure for differences between groups, alpha ~ 0.05.
~ Standard Deviation

on of the SOEPjFFA involvement survey.
The findings reported in Table 11 indicate an F-ratio of 19.47
chwas highly significant at the 0.01 level for means describing
the degree of involvement in FFA for groups of students in relation
to the type of semesterized program in which they were enrolled. The
Tukey-HSD procedure was used to determi ne si gnifi cant differences
between groups.

This test found a significant difference in FFA

involvement between students enrolled in two-year semesterized
programs and students enrolled in either the completely semesterized
programs or the three-year semesterized programs. Therefore, the
null hypothesis was rejected.
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should be noted that based on the results of this research
significant difference in student involvement in FFA
••. P activities between programs totally semesterized and those
. zed for three years.
Hypothesis

i.

There is no significant difference in

perception of selected semesterized program characteristics
to maintain student involvement in SOEP based on the extent
nt involvement in SOEP.
The results displayed in Table 12 were acquired by asking the
cipating instructors to evaluate 14 SOE program characteristics
ouSly identified by them as necessary to maintain student involvein SOEP in a semesterized program.

Instructors completed their

luations by rating the characteristic importance on a sevenAn example of the evaluation instrument can be
in Appendix I.
The importance, perceived by instructors, of these 14 characterwas compared to student involvement by dividing the 20
respondi ng instructors into three groups based on the average i nvo 1verne.ot score of their students on the SOE involvement survey.

In order

to attain an equal distribution of subjects in the three groups for
a one-way analysis of variance statistical treatment, all instructors
(six) whose students scored an average of 16 or less were assigned
to group I.

Group II was composed of eight instructors whose students

scored between 17 and 25, and the six instructors whose students scored

~~-~--

TABLE 12
Mean Scores Representing Teacher Percept ions of Selected SOEP Semesteri zed
program Characteristics in Relation to the Involvement
of Students in SOEP
Instructor's Rating of Characteristics Based on Average Student
'SOEP Involvement Score
> 26
17 -25
< 16

Program Characteristic

vocational agriculture instructor
1 . The
should be allowed time during the school
day to complete SOEP visitations.
vocational agriculture instructor
2. The
should complete SOEP visitations to
students who have been enrolled in vocational agriculture during semesters
they are not enrolled.
3.

Student SOEP record ,books should be
checked each month regardless of whether
the student is enrolled in an
ture class.

F-

F

Ratio

Prob.

(N=6)

(N=8)

(N=6)

6.63
0.52

5.83
2.40

0.88

.430

5.67
M
S.D. 1.03

4.83
2.40

0.43

M
S. O.

4.38
1.92

.656

5.33
1.21

M

3.88
1.95

5.83
1.16

3.41

.056

5.50
1.04

S.D.

.287

T~BLE 12 (continued)
Instructor'S Rating of Characteristics Based on ~verage Student
SOEP Involvement score~ 26
17-25
< 16
(Noo6)
(Noo8)
(Noo6 )

Program Characteristic

In a semesterized program. the freshman
5. vocational agriculture clasS should be
one complete year in length with one
objective being to allow for the establishment of SOEP.
In a semesterized program. vocational
6. agriculture students should be required
to complete two continuOuS year-long
courses (Vo ~g I & II) before being
allowed to enroll in semester classes.
Semester courses should be designed
7. and scheduled to allow students to take
a variety of vocational agriculture
courses exposing them to a wider
_ onrn possibillt1es.

6.33
S.D. 1.21

til

til

S. D.

5.00
2.09

6.00
S.D. 0.63

til

6.38
1.06

6.50
0.53

6.25
0.46
4.• 38
1.40

5.83
2.40

5.00
2.44

5.67
2.34
3.17

F

F-

Ratio

Prob.

0.22

.802

1.70

0.32

1.10

.212

.721

.355

1.94
.po

.158

w

*""'d,..e."'-

TABLE 12 (continued)
Instructor's Rating of Characteristics Based on Average Student
SOEP Involvement Score
> 26
17-25
< 16

-

Program Characteristic

(N=B)

(N=6)

5.00
1.89

4.25
1.83

5.00
2.28

0.34

.716

4.67
S.D. 2.16

6.75
0.46

5.50
2.34

2.50

.111

4.17
2.13

2.38
1.84

2.00
2.44

1.83

.191

3.16
S.D. 1.94

3.25
2.05

2.67
2.42

0.14

.870

6.87
0.35

5.83
2.40

0.88

.431

11.

13. An .SOEP shou 1d on1 y be requ.i red of
nts duri ng the seinesters they
din an agricu1ture"c1aSs.

F
Prob.

(N=6)
10. Students should be graded and required to
continue their SOEP during semesters
M
they are not enrolled in vocational
S.D.
agriculture.
Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational agriculture course
should be required to conduct an
SOEP·
12. Only those students in a semesterized
program who are FFA members should be
required to conduct an SOEP.

FRatio

M

M

S.D.
M

c.n

0
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composed group III.
E,Oii.a,

With these groupings and the previously

a one-way analysis of variance was then completed on

pl:'ogram characteristic.
f-ratios found for each characteristic when the three
groups were compared are presented in Table 12. The
pro<:edure was used for each comparison to determine sigdifferences between groups. This test found no significant
between groups on any of the 14 characteristics. Therefore,
hypothesis was accepted.
It; should be noted that agreement existed between groups highly
(characteristic rating of 5.50 or greater) the inclusion
fqllowing SOEP characteristics into a semesterized program:
1. The vocational agriculture instructor should be
allowed time during the school day to complete
SOEP visitations.
2.

In a semesterized program, the freshman vocational
agriculture class should be one complete year in
length with one objective being to allow for the
establishment of SOEP.'

3.

Semester courses should be designed and scheduled
to allow students to take a variety of vocational
agriculture courses exposing them to a wider variety
of SOEP possibilities.

4.

The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized program should be hired on at least an elevenmonth contract.

Null Hypothesis £. There is no significant diJference in
teacher perception of selected semesterized program characteristics
necessary to maintain student involvement in FfA based on the extent
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.'.-.. ~1 vement in FFA.
results obtained by asking the participating instructors
13 FFA program characteristics previously iqentified by
to maintain student involvement in FFA in a
program are depicted in Table 13.

Instructors completed

1uation by rati ng the characteri st ics' importance on a
nt Likert Scale.

An example of the evaluation instrUfllent

in Appendix I.
The perceived importance by instructors of these 13 character-

,..TlnllT'O

compared to student involvement was determined by dividing
responding instructors into three groupS based on the average
Ive,me!rt score of their students on the FFA involvement survey.

~qual distribution of subjects into the three groups was
ned by placing instructors whose students attained an average
of 22 or 1esS in group I. 23 to 36 in group II. and 37 or more
group III.

The group sizes according to this categorization were

five .. seven. and eight respectively.

With these groupings and the

previously described data. a one-way analysis of variance was
completed on each selected program characteristic.
The F-ratios found for each characteristic when the three
involvement scores were compared are presented in Table 13.

The

Tukey-HSD procedure was used for each comparison to determine significant differences between groups.

This test found no significant

differences between groups on any of the 13 characteristics. Therefore.
the null hypothesis was accepted.

Mean Scores Representing Jeacher perceptions
Program Characteri sties; n Rel at ion to the
of Students in FFA
Instructor's Rati ng of Characteristics Based on Average Student
FFA Involvement Score
'!.. 37
23-36·
< 22
Program Characteristic

1-

2.

3.

4.

A semesterized vocational agriculture
program should include a junior high
exploratory class with one objective
being to familiarize all students
with the FFA.
The FFA should be treated as an intracurricular activity within a semesterized program.
The freshman vocational agriculture
course in a semesterized program should
be one complete year in length with
one objective being to provide instruction concerning FFA membership.
A semester course dealing with FFA
leadership activities should be avai1able to junior and senior students.

FRatio·

F
Prob.

(N=5)

(N=7)

(N=8)

3.71
1.11

3.62
2.38

2.04

.160

5.60
M
S.D. 1.67

6.12
2.10

0.17

.836

6.60
M
S.D. 0.54

6.14
1.06

6.12
2.10

6.34

.709

6.80
M
S.D. 0.44

6.14
1.21

4.12
2.03

1.23

.315

5.60
M
S.D. 1.14

4.85
1'.46

(,1l

w

Instructor S Rat; ng -.>~ . .
1sti cs Based on Average .~.
FFA JnvO 1vement Score
.~. 37..
23-36
< 22
I

Program Characteristic

Student involvement in FFA leadership
activities should be based upon
semester course content in which
they are enrolled (i.e., livestock
selection team selected from the
animal science class).

5.

6.

Students should be allowed to participate in local FFA leadership activities duri ng semesters not enrolled
in vocational agricultUre.

Students should be allowed to participate in state and national FFA leadership activities during semesters
not enrolled in vocational agr;cUlture.
should be allowed to be FFA
8. Students
officers during semesters they are
not enrolled in vocational agriculture.

FRatio

(N=5)

(N=7)

(N=8)

4.37
2.26

0.12

M

4.85
2.11

.880

4.80
1.48

4.00
3.20

1.55

M

5.00
2.00

.240

6.40
0.54

4.00
3.20

1.45

M

3.42
2.76

.211

6.00
0.70

4.00
3.20

1. 21

M

3.42
2.76

.321

5.80
0.83

S.D.

S. D.

7.

S.D.

S.D.

(J1

-I'>

Instructor's Rat "'~ v •.. _,,_· ____ ·
isti csBased on P.verage Student
FFA Involvement Score
~37
23-36
.::. 22

Program Characteristic

should be allowed to retain FFP.
9. Students
nembership and attend meetings during
semesters they are not enroll ed in vocationa1 agricu1ture.--All FFA work in a semesterized program
should be done outside the daytime
classes through delegation to standing committees.
involvement awards should be pre11 . FFP.
sented to students based upon their
participation in leadership activities.

10.

keep students informed about 1eader12. To
Ship activities during semesters they
are not enrolled in vocational agriculture, a central location should be
utilized to post FFA news.
13.

FFP. meetings should be held during the
school day.

M = Mean
S.D. = Standard Deviation

(N=5)

(N=7)

(N=8)

4.37
2.97

1.14

M
S.D.

4.57
2.63

.340

6.40
0.54

2.20
0.83

3.28
1.49

2.37
2.13

0.78

.471

M
S.D.

6.00
0.70

5.85
1.06

5.50
2.07

0.19

.820

M
S.D.

6.20
0.44

4.71
1.88

4.75
2.25

1.18

.328

M
S.D.

3.60
1.81

5.85
1.67

5.12
2.35

1.85

.186

M
S.D.

""
""

,;J

.+
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results illustrated in Table 13 show agreement between the
favoring (characteristic rating of 5.50 or greater) the
of tile following FFA characteristics into a s,emesterized

The FFA should be treated as an intracurricular
activity wit hi n a semesterized program.
The freshlilan vocational agriculture course in a
semesterized program should be one complete year
in length with one objective being to provide instruction concerning FFA membership.
FFA involvement awards should be presented to students
based upon their participation in leadership activities.
Section Two--Program Characteristics to Maintain
in SOEP-and
Student Involvement - FFA
This section reports on the responses obtained from 26 inr.rlJr~(lr~

who completed the opinionnaire on program characteristics

:cess(lry to maintain student involvement in SOEP and FFA.

It does

directly relate to the data obtained on actual student involvement
An example of the opinionnaire which these instructors
found in Appendix I.
The 26 instructors included in this portion of the study

were

from the original 30 selected as the population for the entire study.
Twenty of these 26 instructors provided actual student involvement
information and program characteristics for the formulation of the
program characteristic opinionnaire (Appendix I).

Six of these

instructors did not participate in the formulation of the opinionnaire
but did respond with their opinions on the importance. of the identified
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ics, and one instructor who participated in the
nionnaire formulation chose not to respond on the final

further study the characteristics of the instructors
in this part of the study and the programs and schools in
tallght. certain information was obtained in a telephone
(Appendix J) relative to the type of semesterized program
ch they taught, the 9-12 enrollment of the schools in which
taught, their tenure as a vocational agriculture instructor,
the student enrollment in their vocational agriculture program.
At the end of this general information section, the mean
ponses of the 26 instructors to the 27 items on the program
stic opinionnaire will be reported.
~

of semesterized program. The semester type programs

reported in Table 14 are categorized based on the number of years
they were semesterized.

Type I was completely semesterized all four

years of secondary vocational agriculture offerings, Type II contained
one complete year of instruction at the freshman level and the next
three were semesterized, and Type III embodied two complete years
of instruction (freshman/sophomore) and two years of semesterization.
The frequency distribution of the 26 programs involved in this
portion of the study based on semester type is shown in Table 14.
Twenty-seven percent of the programs were Type I; 12 percent were
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II;. and 61 percent were Type III.

It should be noted that in

ates involved in this study with the exception of Missouri,
de.clsion of semester type was left up to the local school;
in Missouri only Type III was acceptable by'the State
;;;' ..'+m,onr

of Education.
TABLE 14

Distribution by Semester Type of Vocational Agriculture
Program of 26 Program Instructors Who Completed the
SOEP/FFA Program Characteristic Opinionnaire
Se~neslter

Type

Number of Programs

Percent

I

7

27.0

II

3

12.0

III

16

61.0

26

100.0

Total

School enrollment.

The

9~12

enrollment distribution for

schools in this portion of the study is shown in Table 15.

A total

of 34.5 percent of the schools had an enrollment between 100 and
200 students, 23.0 percent between 201 and 300, 8.0 percent between
301 and 400,

n.s

percent between 401 and 500, and 23 percent had

enro llments greater than 500.
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TABLE 15
.....
by 9-12 Student Enrollment of .26 Programs Included in
the SQEP/FFA Program Characteristic Opinionnaire

-30G

Tenure of instructor.

Number of Schools

Percent

9

34.5

6

23.0

2

8.0

3

11.5

6

23.0

26

100.0

A total of 46 percent of the teachers

this portion of the study had taught between one and five years,
percent between 6 and 10 years, 4 percent between 11 and 15 years,
and 8 percent longer than 15 years (see Table 16).
Vocational agriculture program enrollment.

Nineteen percent

of the programs included in this part of the study contained enrollments of 40 students or less; 46 percent contained 41 to 80 students;
23 percent had between B1 and 120 students; and 12 percent possessed
an enrol1ment.greater than 120 students (see Table 17).

TABLE 16
istdbution by Tenure of 26 Secondary Instructors Who
.
Completed the SOEPjFFA Program
Characteristic Opinionnaire
Years of
ional Tenure

Number of Instructors

Percent

1- 5

12

46.0

6-TO

11

42.0

11-)5

1

4.0

01,ter 15

2

8.0

26

.100.0

Total

TABLE 17
Distribution by Total Vocational Agriculture Enrollment of 26
Programs Included in the SOEPjFFA Program
Characteristic Opinionnaire
Student Enrollment
Less than 40

Number of Programs

Percent

5

19.0

41- 80

12

46.0

81-120

6

23.0

More than 120

3

12.0

26

100.0

Total
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TABLE 16
Distribution by Tenure of26 Secondary Instructors Who
Comp leted the SOEP /FFA Program
Characteristic Opinionnaire,

Number of Instructors

Percent

1- 5

12

46.0

6-10

11

42.0

11-15

1

4.0

Over 15

2

8.0

26

100.0

Total

TABLE 17
Distribution by Total Vocational Agriculture Enrollment of 26
Programs Included in the SOEP/FFA Program
Characteristic Opinionnaire
Student Enrollment

Number of Programs

Percent

5

19.0

41- 80

12

46.0

81-120

6

23.0

More than 120

3

12.0

26

100.0

Less than 40

Total
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Instructor Mean Response to the -Erogram
Characteristi cOp; nionnai re
The 26 responding teachers' opinions of the 14 selected SOE
program characteristics and 13 selected. FFA program characteristics
are reported in Tables 18 and 19 respectively.

No attempt was made

to comparatively rank these characteristics. Teachers were asked the
importance of each characteristic in maintaining student involvement in the respective area.

They were instructed to indicate their

opinions on a seven-point Likert Scale in which one represented the
opinion strongly disagree and seven represented the opinion strongly
agree.
The results of the instructors' opinions showed agreement
existing between instructors, regardless of other program characteristics, highly favoring (characteristic mean rating of 5.50 or greater)
the inclusion of the following SOEP characteristics into a semesterized program:
1. The vocational agriculture instructor should be allowed
time during the school day to complete SOEP visitations.
2.

In a semesterized program, the freshman vocational
agriculture class should be one complete year in
length with one objective being to allow for the
establishment of SOEP.

3.

Semester courses should be designed and scheduled to
allow students to take a variety of vocational agriculture courses exposing them to a wider variety of
SOEP possibilities.

4.

Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational
agriculture course should be required to conduct
an SOEP.

5.

The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized
program should be hired on at least an eleven-month
contract .
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TABLE 18
Meari Scores Represent i ng Teacher Opi nion of Importance
of 14 Selected ProgramCnaracteristics in Mainta.ining
Student InVolvement in SOEP ,

Program Characteristic
1-

Instructors' Opinion of Program
Characteristic ImQortance
Standard Deviation
Mean

The vocational agriculture instructor
should be allowed time during the
school day to complete SOEP
6.27
visitations.

1.31

2. The vocational agriculture in-

3.•

structor should complete SOEP
visitations to students who
have been enrolled in vocational
agriculture during semesters
they are not enrolled.

4.92

1.67

Student SOEP record books should
be checked each month regardless of
whether the student is enrolled
in an agriculture class.

4.84

1.67

culture program should include a
junior high exploratory class with
one objective being to familiarize
a11 students wi th the SOEP
concept;

4.38

1.85

In a semesterized program, the
freshman vocational agriculture
class should be one complete
year in length with one objective being to .allow for the
establishment of SOEP.

5.92

1.71

5.26

1. 97

4. A semesterized vocational agri-

5.

6. In a semesterized program, voca-

tional agriculture students should
be required to complete two continuous year-long courses (Vo Ag
I & II) before being allowed to
enroll in semester classes.
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TABLE 18 (continued)

Program Characteristic
Semester courses should be designed
and scheduled to allow students to
take a variety of vocational agriculture courses exposing them to a
wider variety of SOEP possibilities.
semester course dealing specifB. A
ically with SOEP should be available

Instructors 'Opinion of Program
Characteristic ImQortance
Mean
Standard Deviation

5.96

1.21
. ,l,

to junior and senior students.

4.15

1.66

9. Vocational agriculture students
should be required to enroll in an
agriculture course each semester.

5.11

1.75

4.80

1.76

5.65

1. 74

3.26

2.37

2.80

1.87

6.23

1.47

10.

ll.

12.•

13.

14.

Students should be graded and required to continue their SOEP
during semesters they are not
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
Every student enrolled in a
semesterized vocational agriculture
course should be required to
conduct an SOEP.
Only those students in a semesterized program who are FFA members
should be required to conduct
an SOEP.
An SOEP should only be required
of students during the semesters
they are enrolled in an agriculture class.
The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized program
should be hired on at least an
eleven-month contract.
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TABLE 19

Mean Scores Representing Teacher Opinion of Importance
of 13 Selected Program Characteristics in Maintaining
Student Involvement in FFA

Program Characteristic
Aseroesterized vocational agri culture program should include a
j~nior high exploratory clasS with
dne objective being to familiarize
all students with the FFA.
The FFA should be treated as an
intracurricular activity within
a semesterized program.
freshman vocational agriculture
3. The
course in a semesterized program
should be one complete year in
length with one objective being
to provide instruction concerning
F.FA membership.
A semester course dealing with FFA
leadership activities should be
available to junior and senior
students.
5, Student involvement in FFA leadership activities should be based
upon semester course content in
which they are enrolled (i.e.,
livestock selection team selected
from the animal science class).

Instructors' Opinion of Program
Characterstic ImQortance
Mean
Standard Deviation

4.57

1.96

6.34

1.29

6.03

1.58

4.84

1.66

4.61

1.85

5.30

2.25

4.

should be allowed to par6. Students
ticipate in local FFA leadership
activities during semesters not
enrolled in vocational agri-culture.
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TABLE 19 (continued)
I nstructors Opi nion of Program
Characteristic ImEortance
Mean
Standard Oeviation
I

Program Characteristic
Students should be allowed to
participate in state and national
FFA leadership activities during
semesters not enrolled in vocational agriculture.

4.80

2.56

Students should be allowed to be
FFA offi cers duri ng semesters they
are not enrolled in vocational
agri culture.

4.73

2.52

Students should be allowed to
retain FFA membership and attend
meetings during semesters they
are not enrolled in vocational
agr i culture.

5.30

2.29

\i

1;:

All FFA work in a semesterized
program should be done outside the
daytime classes through delegation
to standing committees.

2.53

1.52

FFA involvement awards should be
presented to students based upon
their participation in leadership activities.

5.80

1.32

> ,~,

-

,11
l'

,f
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To keep students informed about
leadership activities during
semesters they are not enrolled
in vocational agriculture, a
central location should be
utilized to post FFA news.

5.30

1.69

FFA meetings should be held
during the school day.

4.84

2.07
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Similar agreement existed among the instructors on those FFA
program characteristics which should be included in a semesterized
program. The following characteristics were highly favored for
inclusion:
1. The FFA should be treated as an intracurricular
activity within a semesterized program.
2.

The freshman vocational agriculture course in a
semesterized program should be one complete
year in length with one objective being to provide
instruction concerning FFA membership.

3.

FFA involvement awards should be presented to
students based upon their participation in
leadership activities.

Findings of Null Hypotheses
Since the null hypothesis was used as a statistical frame
of reference in this study, the results will consist of interpretation

1.0 terms of the null hypothesi s.
Null Hypothesis

1. There is no significant difference in

teacher perception of selected semesterized program characteristics
necessary to maintain student involvement in SOEP based on the type
of semesterized program in which they teach.
In order to test this hypothesis, it was necessary to categorize teachers according to semester type of their program and to
a rating of the teachers' perceptions of the selected semesterized SOEP program characteristics.
Teacher perception was determined by having each of the 26
respondents rate the importance of 14 selected SOEP program characteristics on a seven-point Likert Scale.
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The distribution of teachers according to semester type as
previously done in this study would have meant seven teachers in
,

group I (total semesterization all four years), three teachers in
group II (one continuous year-long course and three years of semesterization), and 16 teachers in group III (two years each of semesterization and continuous year-long courses).

In order to perform a

statistical treatment it was necessary that group size be as nearly
equal as possible. According to the above categorization, that equality
could not be obtained.

Since group I and II were very similar in

structural format, it was decided to combine these two groups and
reduce the group categories from three to two. This combination created

a group size of 10 in group I, consisting of teachers from programs
with at least three years of total semesterization, and 16 teachers
in group II, comprised of programs with only two years of semesterization.
The statistical test selected from this hypothesis was a twotailed t-test.

When using the t-test for small samples, the factor

of homogenity of variance is an important assumption (Minium, 1978).
Ill. cases where a characteristic was compared between groups and
homogenity of variance was absent a separate estimation of variance
performed for a more reliable prediction of probability.
Since the testing of this hypothesis involved a small total
and since the chance existed for answer contamination from
item to another item on the opinionnaire, it was decided to set
the level of identifying significant difference at 0.01, thus reducing

the chances of committing a Type I error.
The two-tailed probabilities found for each characteristic
when the ratings of the two teacher categories' were compared are
presented in Table 20. The results show a significant difference of
opinion between the groups on characteristics 4 and 12 as follows:
4.

A semesterized vocational agriculture program should
include a junior high exploratory class with one
objective being to familiarize all students with
the SOEP concept.

12. Only those students in a semesterized program who
are FFA members should be required to conduct an
SOEP.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected for items 4 and

12 and accepted for the other items.
A further look at the mean scores and probability levels
calculated on the 14 SOEP characteristics studied in relation to this
null hypothesis is insightful.

A high degree of agreement (character-

istic mean rating of 5.50 or greater) existed between the two groups
studied on inclusion of the following three characteristics into a
setnesterized program:
1.

The vocational agriculture instructor should be
allowed time during the school day to complete
SOEP visitations.

2.

Semester courses should be designed and scheduled
to allow students to take a variety of vocational
agriculture courses exposing them to a wider
variety of SOEP possibilities.

3. The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized program should be hired on at least an elevenmonth contract.

\,,;,,

Mean Scores Representing Teacher Perception of Selected SOEP
Program Characteristics in Relation to Semester Type
Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction
I

Program Characteristic

(N=lO)

~

\.";:.';,;.';';; ;'

df

Prob.

(N=16)

M
S.D.

6.00
0.94

6.43
1.50

-0.82

24

.420

2. The vocational agriculture instructor shaul d complete SOEP
visitations to students who have
been enrolled in vocational
agriculture during semesters they
are not enrolled.

M
S.D.

5.30
1.05

4.68
1.95

0.91

24

.374

Student SOEP record books should be
checked each month regardless of
whether the student is enrolled in
an agriculture class.

M
S.D.

5.50
1.26

4.43
1. 78

1.63

24

.115

A semesterized vocational agriculture
program should include a junior
high exploratory class with one
objective being to familiarize all
students with the SOEP concept.

M
S.D.

5.50
1.45

3.68
1.81

2.71

24

.012*

4.

i7'

tValue

1. The vocational agriculture instructor
should be allowed time during the
school day to complete SOEP
visitations.

3.

.

II

'"

<0

TABlE~O

(continued)
Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction
I
II

Program Characteristic

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

tValue

df

Prob.

(N=lO)

(N=16)

S.D.

5.40
1.83

6.25
1.61

-1.24

24

.227

In a semesterized program, vocational
agriculture students should be required
to complete two continuous year-long
courses (Vo Ag I & II) before being
M
S.D.
allowed to enroll in semester classes.

4.20
2.04

5.93
1.65

-2.38

24

.025

Semester courses should be designed
and scheduled to allow students to
take a variety of vocational agriculture courses exposing them to a
wider variety of SOEP possibilities.

5.80
0.79

6.06
1.43

-0.53

24

.603

5.10
1.44

3.56
1.54

2.52

24

.019

5.00
1.41

5.18
1.97

-0.26

24

.797

In a semesterized program, the
freshman vocational agriculture
class should be one complete year
in length with one objective
being to allow for the estab1ishment of SOEP.

A semester course dealing specifically
with SOEP should be available to
junior and senior students.
Vocational agriculture students
should be required to enroll in an
agriculture course each semester.

M

M

S. D.
M

S.D.
M

S.D.

......

0

TABtE20 (continued)
Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction
I
II

Program Characteristic

10.

11.

Students should be graded and required to continue their SOEP during
semesters they are not enrolled
in vocational agriculture.
Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational agriculture course
should be required to conduct an
SOEP.

12. Only those students in a semesterized program who are FFA members
should be required to conduct an
SOEP.
13. An SOEP should only be required of
students during the semesters they
are enrolled in an agriculture
c1 ass.
14.

The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized program should
be hired on at least an e1evenmonth contract.

df

Prob.

(N=lO)

(N=16)

M

S.D.

5.30
1.70

4.50
1.78

1.13

24

.270

M

S.D.

4.80
1.75

6.18
1.55

-2.11

24

.046

M

S.D.

4.80
1.61

2.31
2.30

2.98

24

.007*

M

S.D.

2.80
1.61

2.81
2.07

-0.02

24

.987

M
S. D.

5.80
1.39

6.50
1.50

-1. 18

24

.248

*Participation groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
M= Mean
S.D. = Standard Deviation

-.;c._

tValue

~~-_~ ••
~,

.....
~

)
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Two other characteristics (items 5 and 6) addressed the degree
oJ semesterization considered to be necessary in a semesterized

program.

These items were stated as follows:

5.

In a semesterized program, the freshman vocational
agriculture class should be one complete year in
length with one objective being to allow for the
establishment of SOEP.

6.

In a semesterized program, vocational agriculture
students should be required to complete two continuous year-long courses (Vo Ag I & II) before being
allowed to enroll in semester classes.

On characteristic five, the two groups closely approached the
criterion level established by the researcher (characteristic mean
rating of 5.50 or greater) of high agreement for inclusion in a semesterized program. The characteristic received a mean rating of importance
of 5.40 from group I and 6.25 from group II.

However, in considera-

. tion of characteristic six, the two groups approached the level of
:5 igni fi

cant difference established by the researcher. The group I

. mean rating of importance was 4.20 and the group II rating was 5.93,
creating a significant difference probability of 0.025.
Two other selected characteristics (items 8 and ll)·also
approached the 1eve 1 of s ignifi cant difference when address i ng the
question of assisting student involvement in SOEP.

The two character-

istics were stated as follows:
8.

A semester course dealing specifically with SOEP
should be available to junior and senior students.

11.

Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational
agriculture course should be required to conduct
an SOEP.

':',

''
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Contrasting reactions were indicated by the two groups to the two
approaches in assisting student involvement in SOEP.

On characteristic

eight, Group I provided a mean rating of 5.10 and group II a mean rating
of 3.56. This difference produced a probability score of 0.019. The
degree of support switched on characteristic eleven, with group I
providing a 4.80 mean rating and group II a 6.18 mean rating, generating
a probabil ity of
Null

O.046.~"

Hypothesis~.

There is no significant difference in

teacher perception of selected semesterized program characteristics
necessary to maintain student involvement in FFA based on the type
of semesterized program in which they teach.
In order to obtain the results reported in Table 21, it was
necessary to categorize teachers according to semester type of their
program and to obtain a rating of the teachers' perceptions of the
selected semesterized FFA program characteristics.
Teacher perception was determined by having each of the 26
respondents rate the importance of 13 selected FFA program characteristics on a seven-point Likert Scale.
For the purpose of testing this hypothesis the responding
teachers were categorized into two groups.

Group I consisted of 10

teachers whose programs were completely semesterized for at least
three years, and group II consisted of 16 teachers whose programs were
semesterized for only one or two years.
The statistical test selected for this hypothesis was a twotailed t-test.

The same rationale compensating for lack in homogenity

TAB[.!;21
Mean Scores Representing Teacher Perception of Selected FFA
Semesterized Program Characteristics in Relation
to Semester Type
Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction
I
II

Program Characteristic

1.

2.

3.

4.

(N=lO)

(N=16)

tValue

df

Prob.

A semesterized vocational agriculture
program should include a junior high
exploratory class with one objective
being to familiarize all students
wi th the FFA.

M
S.D.

5.70
1. 41

3.87
1. 96

2.55

24

.018

The FFA should be treated as an intracurricular activity within a semesteri zed program.

M
S.D.

6.50
0.52

6.25
1.61

0.57

19.61

.573

The freshman vocational agriculture
course in a semesterized program should
be one complete year in length with
one objective being to provide inM
struction concerning FFA membership.
S. D.

5.60
1.50

6.31
1.62

-1. 12

24

.274

A semester course dealing with FFA
leadership activities should be
available to junior and senior
students.

5.70
0.94

4.31
1.81

2.22

24

.036

M
S. D.

"

-l'>

Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction

Program Characteristic

5.

6.

7.

Student i nvol vement in FFA 1eaders hi p
activities should be based upon
semester content in which they are
enrolled (i.e., livestock selection
team selected from the animal
sci ence cl ass) .
Students should be allowed to participate in local FFA leadership
activities during semesters not
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
Students should be allowed to participate in state and national FFA leadership activities during semesters not
enrolled in vocational agriculture.

8. Students should be allowed to be
FFA officers during semesters they
are not enrolled in vocational
agriCUTture.
9.

Students should be allowed to retain
FFA membership and attend meetings
during semesters they are not enrolled
in vocational agriculture.-

tValue

df

Prob.

24

.649

I

II

(N=lO)

(N=16 )

4.40
1. 71

1. 98

4.75

-0.46

S.D.

6.40
0.51

4.62
2.65

2.60

16J7

.019

M

S.D.

6.20
0.63

3.93
2.93

2.98

17.16

.008*

M

S.D.

6.10
0.73

3.87
2.87

2.95

18

.009*

M

6.40
0.51

4.62
2.70

2.55

16.71

M

S.D.

M

S.D.

.021

.

....,
U1

Semester Type in Which
Teacher Provides Instruction
Program Characteristic

10.

11.

II

(N=lO)

(N=16)

tValue

df

Prob.

All FFA work in a semesterized program should be done outside the daytime classes through delegation to
standing committees.

M
S.D.

2.40
0.84

2.62
1.85

-0.42

22:45

.678

FFA involvement awards should be presented to students based upon their
participation in leadership activities.

M
S.D.

5.70
0.94

5.87
1.54

-0.32

24

.751

M
S.D.

6.00

0.66

4.87
1.99

2.08

19.78

.051

M
S.D.

4.10
1.59

5.31
2.24

-1.49

24

.150

12. To keep students informed about
leadership activities during semesters
they are not enrolled in vocational
agriculture, a central location
should be utilized to post FFA
news.
13.

I

FFA meetings should be held during
the school day.

*Participation groups were significantly different at the 0.01 level.
M = Mean
S.D. = Standard Deviation

....
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of variance between groups and designated level of 0.01 for identifying significant difference as followed in researching Null Hypothesis
7 was followed in this section relating to Null Hypothesis 8.
The two-tailed probabilities found for each of the 13 characteristics when the ratings of the two teacher categories were compared
are presented in Table 21. The results show a significant difference
of opinion between groups on characteristics 7 and 8:
7.

Students should be allowed to participate in state
and national FFA leadership activities during
semesters not enrolled in vocational agriculture.

8.

Students should be allowed to be FFA officers during
semesters they are not enrolled in vocational
aQri culture.
-

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected for items 7 and 8 and
:accepted for the other items.
It should also be reported that both groups expressed a
high degree of agreement (characteristic mean rating of 5.50 or
'greater) on the following characteristics for inclusion into a
~emesteri zed

program:

1. The FFA should be treated as an intracurricu1ar
activity within a semesterized program.
2.

The freshman vocational agriculture course in a
semesterized program should be one complete year
in length with one objective being to provide
instruction concerning FFA membership.

3.

FFA involvement awards should be presented to
students based upon their participation in
leadership activities.

Although some characteristics reviewed by the instructors
did not meet the level of significance established by the researcher,
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the difference of opinion between groups on certain characteristics
proached the 0.01 level.

ap~

Once such instance involved the following

characteristic:
A semesterized vocational agriculture program should
include a junior high exploratory class with one objective being to familiarize all students with the FFA.
The group I instructors provided a mean rating of 5.70 on this characteristic and group II instructors had a mean of 3.87, with a probability
level of 0.018.
Another group difference surfaced on the characteristic of
~aking

available to junior and senior students a semester course

dealing with FFA leadership activities. The probability level of
this difference was 0.036.

Group I, with a reported mean of 5.70,

tended to be more supportive of this characteristic than group II,
Whose mean score was 4.31.
The significant difference of opinion reported earlier on
characteristics 7 and 8 between groups continued to be expressed
again in the following characteristic:
Students should be allowed to retain FFA membership
and attend meetings during semesters they are not
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
Group I respondents reported a mean score of 6.40 which was more
Supportive of including this characteristic in a semesterized program
than were the instructors in group II, who reported a mean score of
4,62. The probability level of this difference was 0.021.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUlTITIary

,

Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to identify program characteristics of semesterized secondary vocational agriculture/agribusiness
programs which promote student involvement in supervised occupational
experiences and FFA leadership activities.
Procedure
The design of this study utilized three data collection instruments to help accomplish the purpose. The first instrument was an
SOEP/FFA involvement survey which was developed by the author.

It

was validated by directors of vocational agriculture education in
six midwestern states. The second instrument was developed by the
.author and solicited SOEP and FFA program characteristics deemed
necessary in a semesterized program by instructors of the cooperating
schools. The third instrument, an SOEPjFFA program characteristic
opinionnaire, was developed by the author as a result of the program
characteristics submitted by participating instructors. This
opinionnaire was validated by a panel of teacher educators of vocational agriculture and teachers of vocational agriculture.
Semesterized vocational agriculture programs in Minnesota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa were identified

,- ,

,'~
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by the respective state directors of vocational agriculture education.
A stratified sample procedure was determined based on this list
and the percentage each state constituted of the semesterized programs
in the six-state area.

Based on that stratification a random sample

was drawn from each state.

Each of these schools' senior vocational

agriculture students and instructors was. included in the study.
The total number of vocational agriculture programs selected for
the study was 30.

From that initial selection, 27 instructors and

251 students participated in at least one phase of the study.
The data were then analyzed by computer to determine the means,
frequencies, F-values, and t-values.
Conclusions
Based on the opinion of 26 participating instructors, the
following characteristics were agreed on (received a mean score of
5.50 or greater) as necessary program characteristics in semesterized
·programs to maintain student involvement in SOEP.
1. The vocational agriculture instructor should be
allowed time during the school day to complete
SOEP visitations (6.27).
2.

The vocational agriculture instructor in a semesterized
program should be hired on at least an elevenmonth contract (6.23).

3. Semester courses should be designed and scheduled
to allow students to take a variety of vocational
agriculture courSes exposing them to a wider variety
of SOEP possibilities (5.96).
4.

In a semesterized program, the freshman vocational
agriculture class should be one complete year in

j
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length with one objective being to allow for
the establishment of SOEP (5.92).
Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational
agriculture course should be required to conduct an
SOEP .(5.65).

5.

The same 26 instructors agreed on (provided a mean score of
greater) the following characteristics as necessary in a
:"""'~tErited

program to maintain student involvement in FFA.

6.

The FFA should be treated as an intracurricular
activity within a semesterized program (6.35).

7.

The freshman vocational agriculture course in a
semesterized program should be one complete year
in length with one objective being to provide
instruction concerning FFA membership (6.04).

8.

FFA involvement awards should be presented to students
based upon their participation in leadership activities (5.81).

The conclusions for the next six statements generalize to
in semesterized programs of the six-state area and their

<TlllnPI1TS

oe'rte~Dtions

1.
.<1H'''''r'iilt.

regarding involvement in SOEP and FFA.
Based on the number of semesters enrolled in vocational

re by students and their involvement in SOEP for Null

·.Hlmnth"ds 1, the researcher concluded that the number of semesters
in vocational agriculture did strongly affect the students'
in SOEP. As the number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture by a student increased so did that student's
nvohement in SOEP.
2.

Based on the number of semesters enrolled in vocational

agriculture by students and their involvement in FFA for Null Hypothesis

,;:
;\~

~j~&i
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2, the researcher concluded that the number of semesters enrolled in
vocational agriculture did strongly affect the students' involvement
in FFA. As the number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture
by students increased so did students' involvement in FFA.
3. Based on the type of semesterized vocational agriculture
program in which a student is enrolled and his or her. invo1 vement in
SOEP for Nu 11 Hypothesis 3, the researcher conc1 uded that the type
ofsemesterized program in which a student was enrolled did affect
the student's involvement in SOEP. As the number of years available
for semesterized coursework in a program decreased, the involvement of
students in SOEP increased.

Students who were enrolled in a semester-

ized program in which the first two years (Vo Ag I and II) were
continuous year-long classes were more involved in SOEP than students
enrolled in a program which was semesterized three years (Vo Ag lone
continuous year) or completely semesterized all four years. A similar
advantage for involvement existed for the three-year semesterized
program when compared to the completely semesterized program.
4.

Based on the type of semesterized vocational agriculture

program in which students were enrolled and their involvement in FFA
for Null HYpothesis 4, the researcher concluded that type of semesterized
program in which students were enrolled did affect student involvement
in FFA. Those students enrolled in a two-year semesterized program were
significantly more involved in FFA than those students enrolled in
either a three-year semesterized program or one completely semesterized.
There was no significant difference in student involvement in FFA

,,.:;

,
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between those enrolled in a three-year semesterized program and those
enrolled in a completely semesterized program.
5.

Based on instructors' perception of ,selected semesterized

program characteristics necessary to maintain student involvement in

SOEP and extent of student involvement in SOEP for Null Hypothesis
5, the researcher concluded that instructor perception of necessary

program characteristics did not affect the extent of student involvement in SOEP.
6.

Based on instructors' perception of selected semesterized

program characteristics necessary to maintain student involvement in

FFA and the extent of student involvement in FFA for Null Hypothesis

6, the researcher concluded that instructor perception of necessary
program characteristics did not affect the extent of student involvement in FFA.
The conclusions for the next two statements generalize to the
;'nstructors of semesterized programs of the five-state area and their
perceptions regardi ng necessary program characteri sti cs to rna i nta in
student involvement in SOEP and FFA.
7.

Based on instructor perceptions of necessary selected

semesterized program characteristics to maintain student involvement
in SOEP and type of semesterized program in which they taught, for
Null Hypothesis 7, the researcher concluded that perceptions of the
program characteristics between instructors teaching in two-year
semesterized programs and instructors teaching in programs semesterized for at least three years differed significantly on two of the 14
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selected SOEP program characteristics. The two program characteristics were:
a.

A semesterized vocational agriculture program
should include a junior high exploratory class
with one objective being to familiarize all
students with the SOEP concept.

b. Only those students in a semesterized program
who are FFA members should be required to
conduct an SOEP.
Instructors teaching in the programs which were semesterized
for at least three years thought it to be significantly more important
to include an exploratory junior high class to familiarize students
with the SOEP concept than did instructors of programs offering two
years of semesterization.
~greement

and 1

On a seven-point Likert Scale (7

= strong

= strong disagreement) instructors from three-year

semesterized programs rated this program characteristic 5.50 and
instructors from two-year semesterized programs rated it 3.68. A
rating of four was labeled as being neutral.
On the same Likert Scale, instructors from three-year semesteriZed programs indicated more importance for the program characteristic
of requiring SOEP of only those class members who were also FFA members
than instructors who taught in two-year semesterized programs.

It

1'5 important to note the rating given for this program characteristic
was 4.80 by instructors of three-year semesterized programs and 2.31
by instructors from two-year semesterized programs.
8.

Based on instructor perceptions of necessary selected

semesterized program characteristics to maintain student involvement in FFA and type of semesterized program in which they taught, for
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Null Hypothesis 8, the researcher concluded that perceptions of the
program characteristics between instructors teaching in two-year
semesterized programs and instructors teaching 'in programs semesterized
for at least.three years differed significantly on two of 13 selected
FFA program characteristics. The two characteristics were:
a.

Students should be allowed to participate in
state and national FFA leadership activities
during semesters not enrolled in vocational
agriculture.
-

b.

Students should be allowed to be FFA officers
during semesters they are not enrolled in
vocational agriculture. -

Instructors from three-year semesterized programs strongly
endorsed these two program characteristics with mean rating scores
, of 6.20 and 6.10 respectively, while instructors of two-year semesterized programs rated their importance 3.93 and 3.87 respectively.
These ratings were given on a seven-point Likert Scale.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of this research and the judgment of
the author, the following recommendations are offered with reference

to

program characteristics necessary in semesterized vocational agri-

culture programs to maintain student involvement in SOEP and FFA:
1.

It is evident from the review of literature that student

involvement in SOEP and FFA enhances total student learning in vocational agriculture.

It is recommended that secondary school adminis-

trators and vocational agriculture instructors acknowledge the vocational impact that SOEP and FFA exert in a vocational agriculture
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program before semesterizing the local program.
2.

It is evident from the results of this study that the

greater the number of semesters enrolled in vocational agriculture
the greater the student involvement in SOEPand FFA.

It is recommended

that when semesterization is implemented in a vocational agriculture
program that the design maximize student enrollment invocational
agriculture.
3. It is evident from the research conducted in this study
that several designs of semesterization are receiving practical
application in vocational agriculture.

It is recommended that at least

the entry-level class into the vocational agriculture program be one
complete scholastic year in duration allowing time to familiarize
students with the FFA and individually develop each student's SOEP.
4.

It is recommended that secondary schools which implement

semesterization as a vocational agriculture program design also
implement the following program characteristics:
a. Necessary time be allowed during the school day for
SOEP supervision by the vocational agriculture
instructor.
b. The vocational agriculture instructor be employed on
at least an eleven-month contract to allow for summer
supervision of student SOEP and FFA involvement.
c.

Semester courses be designed and scheduled to expose
students to a wide variety of SOEP possibilities.

d.

Every student enrolled in a semesterized vocational

''';,
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agriculture course be required to conduct an SOEP.
e.

The FfA be treated as an intracurricular activity
within the vocational agriculture program.

5.

It is recommended that secondary schools which implement

:se,me,stE!rization as a vocational agriculture program design consider
implementing the foll owi ng program characteri sti cs:
a.

Include a junior high exploratory class in the
vocational agriculture program with one objective
being to familiarize all students with FFA and the
SOEP concept.

b. Require the second year class in the vocational
agriculture program to be one scholastic year in
duration allowing for further development of FFA
and SOEP involvement and production agriculture
skills.
c. Require vocational agriculture students to be
enrolled in an agriculture course each semester.
6.

It is recommended that the State FFA Associations review

the membership section of their constitutions to determine if vocational agriculture enrollment requirements are serving the educational
needs of their students.
7.

It is recommended that local FFA chapters which operate

in vocational agriculture programs which are semesterized consider
the implementation of the following program characteristics:
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a.

Allow students to retain membership and participate
in local FFA leadership activities during semesters
they are not enrolled in an agriculture course.

b.

Present involvement awards to students based on
their participation in leadership activities.

c.

Utilize a central location to post FFA news to
keep students informed about activities during
semesters they are not enrolled in agriculture
classes.

,J
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APPENDIX A
Directors of Vocational Agriculture Education
in States Participating in this Study
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Listing of State Vocational Agriculture Directors
from States Participating in.this Study
Mr. Wayne Nattress
Career Education Division
Vocational Agriculture Department
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Mr. Les 01 sen
Agricultural Education
State Board for Vocational Education
120 E. 10th
i
Topeka, Kansas 66612
Mr. Paul Day
Capitol Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Dr. Larry Case
State Department of Education
Agricultural Education
P. O. Box 480
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
Dr. Ted Ward
State Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
301 Centennial Mall South
Sixth Floor, P. ·0. Box 94987
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509
Mr. Larry Nelson
Division of Voc-Tech Education
. Agricultural Education·
Richard F. Kneip Building
·Pierre, South Dakota 57501

APPENDIX B
List of State Selected vocational Agriculture
Programs to Participate
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Listing by State of Selected Vocational
Agriculture Programs to Participate
~

School

Post Offi ce

Iowa

Esthervi lle
Pekin Community

Esthervi He
Packwood

Kansas

Southwestern Heights

Kismet

Mi nnesota

Byron
Cedar Mountain
Chisago
Granite Falls
Halstad
Hancock
Luverne
Milaca
New Prague
Orr
Park Rapids
Windom

Byron
Morgan
lindstrom
Granite Falls
Halstad
Hancock
Luverne
Milaca
New Prague
Orr
Park Rapids
Windom

Albany
Archie
Ava
Butler
Charleston
Crane
Delta
Hermann
King City
Meadow Hei ghts
Odessa
Rich Hill
Washburn
Wright City

Albany
Archie
Ava
Butler
Charleston
Crane
Delta
Hermann
King City
Patton
Odessa
Rich Hill
Washburn
Wright City

Blair Community

Blair

Missouri

Nebraska

'

:{

,I;l

j.
:','

"~'!

'

~' ,

,

___ -:''.:;,l;::..

APPENDIX C
Letter Requesting Assistance from State Directors
of Vocational Agriculture Education

~
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March 6, 1984
Leslie Olson
. (lg Education
State Bo ard for Voc. Ed.
1~0

E. 10th

Topeka, Kansas 66612
Dear Mr. Olson:
I am a member of the Agricultural Education staff at the University
of Nebraska. My major responsibil ities are coordination of inservice
education and undergraduate teaching. Along with these responsibilities
as a full-time staff member, I am completing requirements for a Ph.D.
in Education. I have selected for my doctoral dissertation topic,
"The Identification of Program Characteristics of Semesterized
Secondary Vocational Agriculture/Agribusiness Programs in Which
There Is a High Degree of Student Involvement in Supervised Occupational Experiences and FFA Leadership Activities."
For a variety of reasons, secondary teachers and administrators
exploring the possibilities of semesterizing their vocational
agriculture programs. There is very little literature available on
the subject of semesterization to provide guidelines for such decision
{!laking. There is a need for researched information to assist vocational agriculture educators in advising on semesterization. My
study is designed to contribute to this information.
~re

Hopefully, data can be obtained from Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota. This decision was based on
manageability of the study, commonality of agricultural interests and
occurrence of semesterized programs. To obtain the data in the most
effective manner, 1'm requesting your assistance in the identification
Of semesterized programs in your state. The definition of semester;zation which I am using in the study is as follows:
"Teaching at least 50% of the four-year curriculum as
semester long units of specialized technical agriculture subject material."
Ln the above definition, specialized course should be interpreted as a
unit of study focusing on only one technical agriculture subject material
for the duration of the course .. Could you please send me a list of
those secondary programs in your state whi ch are semester; zed accordi ng
to the aforementioned definition? I would appreciate the inclusion
of their mailing addresses if it is convenient.
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I hope you are willing to provide assistance and appreciate that it

11 be valuable to my study, but also it Will provide helpful information for program decisions in vocational agriculture in the future.

Bell
Bell

APPENDIX D
Revised Instrument for Data Collection of Student
Involvement in SOEP and FFA
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Information for Students Participating in this Study of Semesterized VocatiOnal Agriculture/Agribusiness Programs
The purpose of this survey is to learn more apout your involvement
in FFA leadership activities and supervised occupational experience
programs.
You are asked to respond to each question of this survey as it
pertains to you. In no way, are you being evaluated by your responses.
The survey is anonymous. You do not have to sign your name.
The survey is divided into two sections . . The first pertains to
supervised occupat iona 1 experience programi nvO lvement, and the second
to involvementinFFA leadership activities.
Instructions

1.

Read each question of the survey carefully before answering.

2.

If you have a question about any part of the survey, please
ask your instructor for assistance.

3.

Please answer the questions in order.

4.

All of the questions can be answered by marking an "X" in the
before one of the answers; i.e., _X_.

5.

If you do not fi nd the exact answer that fits your case, mark
the one that comes closest to it. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTTIiNS.

Do not skip around.
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Involvement in.Supervised Occupational Experience Programs
How many semesters during your high school career have you been
enrolled in a vocational agriculture/agribusiness class?
1
2

5
6

3

7
8

4

How many semesters during your high school career have you
tonducteda supervi sed occupational ex peri ence program?

o
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

What type(s) of supervised occupational experience program(s) have
you conducted during your high school career? (mark as many as
apply)
Ownership - production agriculture
Ownership - agribusiness
Placement - production agriculture
Placement - agribusiness
I have not conducted a supervised occupational
experience program
How much money have you invested in an ownership supervised
occupational experience program during your high school career?
(this does not mean net worth)
I do not have an ownership SOEP
$1,000 or less
$1,001 to $2,500
$2,501 to $5,000
$5,001 to $10,000
Greater than $10,000

How many hours have you worked in a placement supervised occupational experience program during your high school career?
I do hot have a placement SOEP
100 hours or less
101 to 500 hours
501 to 1000 hours
Greater than 1000 hours
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6,.

How many semesters during your highsch<lol career have you kept
a record book of your supervised occupational experience program?

o

'6
,-,-,7

3
4

1
2

_'8

5

7. How many total SOEP visitations have you received from your
instructor(s) during your highschool career?

o

1- 4

5-10
- - 11-16

- - More than 16
What are your future plans after graduation from high school?

8.

Further education for agriculture career preparation
Further education for non-agriculture career preparation
Farming
Agribusiness career
Non-agribusiness career
Involvement in FFA Leadership Activities
9.

How many semesters during your high school career have you been
a member in the FFA chapter?

o

3

4

1
2

10.

5

6

7
8

What is your current FFA degree?
None
Greenhand
Chapter Farmer
State Farmer

11. How many different FfA leadership events have you participated
in at the local 1evelduring your high school career? (i.e.,
pa,r1 i amentary procedure, speaki ng contests, leadershi P camps,
etc.)., Count an activity only once.
None
1 to
6 to
11 to
16 or

5
10
15

more
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In anyone FFA leadership event, what has been your highest
level of competition in which you have received recognition?
None
Local
Area
District
state
Regional or National
How many different FFA proficiency awards have you applied
for at the local chapter level?

o

-

1

2
3
4- or more

Which of the following levelS of recognition has been your
highest attainment in the FFA proficiency award program?
None
Local
District or Area
State
Regional or National
How many different chapter program of activity committees have
you served on as a member? (i.e., earnings and savings,
cooperation, conduct of meetings, etc.)

o
1
2

3

4- or more

How many chapter program of activity committees have you served
on as a chairperson?

o
1
2

3

4- or more
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1.7. How many times have you been an FfA officer either at the junior
officer level or the official chapter level?

o
1
2

3
4 or more

T1'lank you for your cooperation in completing this survey. Your
assistance has been valuable and will be of help in learning more
~bout vocational agriculture programs.

APPENDIX E
Revised Instrument for Collection of Program Characteristics
from Secondary Instructors
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Information for Instructors Participating in this Study of
Semesteri zed Vocational Agriculture/ Agri busi ness Programs

The reason for this round one questionnaire is to·identify characteristics of your semesterized program which allows you.to maintain
student involvement in SOEP. and in FFA leadership activities.
You are asked to respond to two questions as theY pertain to
ypu and your program. Each question is an open-ended one designed to
encourage you to list as many characteristics as you feel pertinent.
In no way are you or your program being evaluated. The questionnaire
is anonymous.
Instruct ions
Read each question carefully before answering.
Please list as many characteristics as you feel pertinent to fully
answer the question.
Be as complete as necessary when listing each characteristic,
but do so in as few words as possible.
Remember, it is important you
the questionnaire.

be

as honest as possible in answering
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QUESTION .#1:

QUESTION #2:

.Whatcharacteristics of your semesterized program
a,lloW you to maintain studentinvo lvement in supervised
occupational experience programs? (Should you require·
additional space write on.the back of this page.)

What characteristics of your semesterized program
alloW you to maintain student involvement in FFA
leadership activities? (Should you require additional
space write on the back of this page.)

,

APPENDIX F
Listing

by

State of Vocational Agriculture Instructors
Selected to Participate
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Listing by State of Vocational Agriculture
.Instructors Se 1ectedtoParti ci pate
State

School

Instructor

Iowa

Estherville
Pekin Community

Larry Sti ne
Roger Harrington

Kansas

Southwestern Heights

Art White

Mi nnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

. Byron
Cedar Mountai n
Chi sago
Granite Falls
Halstad
Hancock
Luverne
Mil aca
New Prague
Orr
Park Rapids
Windom
Albany
Archie
Ava
Butler
Charleston
Crane
Delta
Hermann
King City
Meadow Hei ghts
Odessa
Rich Hill
Washburn
Wright City
Blair Community

Dan Hayes
John Hogan
Jeff Lindeman
Darell Willson
Neal Sundet
Tim Dolan
Meldon Kloster
J. Hendrickson
John Gintner
Jerry Hovi
Craig Paskvan
Gene Fredrickson
Greg Salmon
Rudy Davidson
John Wallace
Leland Browning
Jim Russell
Rick Painter
James Welker
Gordo n Labo ube
Steve Shiffl ett
Robert Moseley
Mike Carroll
Wesley Dyson
Dennis Epperly
David Cook
Mark Oseka

APPENDIX G
letter to Vocational Agriculture Instructors
Requesting Participation in the Study
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April 11, ,,984 .

Congratulations on your innovative approach to .providing vocational agriculture instruction. The semesterized approach is one many
secondary school administrators and vocational agriculture teachers
are contemplating.· However, very little literature exists providing
direction on how to implement semesterization, and still maintain
satisfactory student involvement in FFA leadership activities and
supervised occupational experience programs; Would you be willing
to assist me in helping to provide such direction?
I am conducting a study to identify program characteristics of
semesterized secondary vocational agriculture/agribusiness programs
in which there is a high degree of student involvement in SOEP and
FFA leadership activities. In order to conduct this study, I need
the assistance of instructors from semesterized vocational agriculture/
agribusiness programs. You have been identified as one such instructor.
Should you decide to assist in this regional study you would be
requested to administer an SOEP/FFA involvement questionnaire to your
senior vocational agriculture/agribusiness students. The administration of this questionnaire would require less than thirty minutes
of your time. You would also be requested to help generate a prioritized list of program characteristics necessary for a successful
semesterized program. This would be accomplished through a series
of three group consensus questionnaires requiring only thirty minutes
of your time.
I will be calling you in the next few days to see if you would like
to participate in this study. At that time I can answer questions you
may have about the study.
Should you decide to participate in this study you will be provided
a copy of the study results. But, more importantly, you will have
made an important contribution to vocational agriculture/agribusi ness
program development.
Sincerely,
/s/ Lloyd C. Bell
Lloyd C. Bell
LCB:ah

APPENDIX H
Follow-Up Letter Sent to Vocational Agriculture
Instructors Requesting Completion of Data
Collection Instruments
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May 4,1984

Dear Cooperating Instructor:
I trust you received the questionnaires I sent 'you recently for
my study of semesterized programs of vocational agriculture. I
hope they were in good order and easily understood •. Should you have
any question about them or the study itself please feel free to contact
me.

Initial returns are indicating very valuable information. However,
at the present time, there is little documented information available
to guide teachers or administrators when deciding whether to semesterize
their vocational agriculture program. Because of your experience with
semesterization your participation in this study is vital in establishing valid information and recommendations for interested individuals.
I realize it is a busy time of the year, and I feel fortunate you
have agreed to assist with this study. I hope you will be able to
return the questionnaires completed within the week.
Thank you for your assistance.
Si ncere 1y,
/s/ Lloyd C. Bell
Lloyd C. Bell

APPENDIX 1
Revised Instrument for Data Collection of
Instructor Opi nion on Necessary SOEP
and FFAProgram Characteristics
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Information for Instructors Participating in this Study of
Semesterized Vocational AgriculturejAgribusiness Programs
Round Two
This opinionnaire contains a compilation of program characteristics
provided by you and other instructors in response to the round one
questionnaire relative to maintaining.student involvement in SOEP
and FFA leadership activities in semesterized programs.
In this round, you are asked to evaluate how· essential each program
characteristic is in maintaining student involvement in either SOEP
or FFA leadership activities. For each characteristic, pick out
the answer category that comes closest to your own opinion, and then
circle the appropriate number (1-7) on the scale. There are no right
or wrong answers and your answers will be kept anonymous and used for
statistical purposes only. Work rapidly and be spontaneous.
I recommend you read through the entire opinionnaire before beginning to answer; These program characteristics are representative of
a variety of programs in five states, and it will allow you a better
perspective.
Don't miss the characteristics listed on the back of each sheet.
At the end of each section there is space for your comments should you
care to make some regarding the characteristics.
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1
PrograI!l. Characterist i cs Affecti n9 StudentSO EP lnvo vement
Directions:

Please read each program characteristic and respond by
circling the answer category that comes closest to your
own opinion. Work rapidly and be,spontaneous.
Strongly
Strongly
Oi sagree
Neutral
Agree
Program Characteristi c

_--=-1--2=---'-3=-----4:..'--,~5=----~6=----...::7--

1. The vocational agriculture
instructor should be
allowed time during the
school day to complete
SOEP visitations.

1

2. The vocational agriculture
instructor should complete
SOEP visitations to students
who have been enrolled in
vocational agriculture during
semesters they are not
1
enrolled.
3. Student SOEP record books
should be checked each month
regardless of whether the
student is enrolled in an
agriculture clasS.
1
4.

5.

A semesterized vocational
agriculture program should
include a junior high exploratory class with one
objective being to familiarize all students with the
SOEP concept.
1
Ina semesterized program,
the freshman vocat iona 1 '
agriculture class should be
one complet,e year in length
with one objective being
to allow for the establishment of SOEP.
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

7

6

5

4

3

2

7

6

5

4

'3

2

7

6

5

4

3

2

5

5

7

6

6

7
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Strongly
Disagree
Program. Characteri sti c

1

In a semesterized program,
vocational agriculture
students should be required
to complete two continUOUS
year-long courses tVo Ag I
& II) before being allowed
to enroll in semester
1
classes.

6.

Neutral
2

A semester course dealing
specifically with SOEP should
be available to junior and 1
senior students.

B.

agriculture
9. vocational
students should be required
to enroll in an agriculture 1
course each semester.
10.

students should be graded
and required to continue
their SOEP during semesters
they are not enrolled in
1
vocationar-agriculture.

Every student enrolled in a
semesterized vocational agriculture course should be
required to conduct an
1
SOEP.
Only those students in a
12. semesterized program who
are FFA members.shOuld be
required to conduct an
1
SOEP.

7

6

5

3

2

7

6

5

4

3

2

7

6

5

4

3

2

7

6

5

4

3

2

7

6

·5

4

·3

2

7

6

5

4

3

Semester courses should be
designed and scheduled to
allow students to take a
variety of vocational
agriculture courses exposing
them to a wider variety of 1
SOEP possibilities.

7.

Strongly
Agree

11.

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7
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Strongly
Disagree
Program Characteristics

Neutral
3

4

·5

6

7

2·

·3

4

·5

6

7

2

·3

4

6

7

1 . 2

An SOEPshould only be
required of students during
the semesters they are
enrolled in an agriculture
1
class.
agriculture
14. The vocational
instructor in a semesterized program should be
hired on at least an
1
eleven-month contract.

Strongly
Agree

13.

COMMENTS:

5
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Program Characteri stics Affect in!) Student JFA lt1vo 1vement
Directions:

Please read each program. characteristic and respond by
ci rcl ing. the answer category that comes closest to your
own opini.on. Work rapidly and be spontaneous.
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
. Agree

Neutral

·3··45

6

7

4

5

6

7

3

. 4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

A semester course dealing with FFA
leadership activities should be
available to junior and senior
students.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. Student involvement in FFA leadership activities.should be based
upon semester course content in
.which they are enrolled (i.e ••
1i vestock select ion team selected
from the animal science class). 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.

Program Characteristic

1····2

A semesterized vocatIonal
agriculture program .shou1d include a junior high exploratory
class with one objective being
to familiarize all students
with the FFA.

1

2

3

1

2

The freshman vocational agriculture course in a semesterized
program should be one complete
year in length with one objective
being to provide instruction concern; ng FFA members hip.
1

2. The FFA should be treated as
an intracurricu1ar activity
within a semesterized program.
3.

4.

6.

Students should be allowed to partiCipate in local FFA leadership
activities during semesters not
enrolled in vocational agriculture.
1
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Program Characteristic
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Strongly
Disagree
1

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
3

2

5

4

7

6

Students should be allowed
to participate in state and
national FFA leadership
activities during semesters
not enrolled in vocational
agri cu lture.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Students should be allowed
to be FFA 0 ffi cers duri ng
semesters they are not enrolled
in vocational agriculture.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Students should be allowed to
retain FFA membership and
attend meetings during
semesters they are not
enrolled in vocational
agriculture.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

All FFA work in a semesterized program should be done
outside the daytime classes
through delegation to
standing committees.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FFA involvement awards should
be presented to students
based upon their participation
in leadership activities.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

leadership activities during
semesters they are not enrolled in vocationa~griculture, a central location should
be utilized to post FFA news.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FFA meetings should be held
during the school day.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. To keep students informed about

13.

COMMENTS:

--------------......

APPENDIX J
Vocational Agriculture program Demographic
Interview form
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. Profile of Cooperating Schools

SCHOOL _ _- - - - - - - - - - - - TEACHER NAME _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ ___'_TELEPHONE NUMBER _ _- - - - - - - - - (no) __
(yes) _
PARTICIPATION
NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES REQUIRED - - DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OFFERED:

OTHER DEMOGRAPHIC INfORMATION
1.

Size of school (9-12th enrollment) - - - - - -

2.

Tenure of instruction _ _- - - - years

3.

Extent of vocational department (school-wide) development
and integration.

4.

Number of students in vocational agriculture - - - - - -

5.

Number of students in FFA - - - - - -

APPENDIX K
Revised Instrument for Data Collection of Student
Involvement in SQEP and FFA with Item Point
Value Indicated
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Information for Students Participating in this Study of
Semesterized Vocational Agriculture/
Agribusiness Programs
The purpose of this survey is to learn'more about your involvement in FFA leadership activities and supervised occupational experience
programs.
You are asked to respond to each question of this survey as
it pertains to you. In no way are you being evaluated by your responses.
The survey is anonymous. You do not have to sign your name.
The survey is divided into two sections. The first pertains
to supervised occupational experience program involvement and the
second to involvement in FFA leadership activities.
Instructions
1. Read each question of the survey carefully before answering.
2.

If you have a question about any part of the survey, please ask
your instructor for assistance.

3. Please answer the questions in order.

Do not skip around.

4. All of the questions can be answered by marking an "X" in the
_____ before one of the answers; i.e., X
5.

If you do not find the exact answer that fits your case, mark
the one that comes closest to it. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUES"ffONS.
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Involvement in Supervised Occupational Experience Programs
1. How many semesters during your high school career have you been
enrolled in a vocational agriculture/agribusiness class?
.5
6
7
8

1
2
3

4
2.

How many semesters during your high school career have you
conducted a supervised occupational experience program?

=

o 0 pts
- - 1 2 pts
2 2 pts
3.

=

6 6 pts

pts
4 4 pts
5 6 pts
3

4

7 8 pts

8 8 pts

What type(s) of supervised occupational experience program(s)
have you conducted during your high school career? (mark as
many as app ly)
Ownership - production agriculture
Ownership - agribusiness
Placement - production agriculture
Placement - agribusiness
I have not conducted a supervised occupational
experience program.

4.

How much money have you invested in an ownership supervised
occupational experience program during your high school
career? (this does not mean net worth)
I do not have an owners hi p SOEP
$1,000 or 1ess
$1,001 to $2,500
$2,501 to $5,000
$5,001 to $10,000
Greater than $10 ;000

5.

(A student received four
points for having
at least one type
SOEP and two
poi nts for each
additional type
of SOEP)

Opts
2 pts
4 pts
6 pts
8 pts
10 pts

How many hours have you worked in a placement supervised occupational experience program during your high school career?
I do not have a placement SOEP.
- - 100 hours or less
101 to 500 hours
501 to 1000 hours
Greater than 1000 hours

Opts
2 pts
4 pts
6 pts
8 pts

----------------........
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6.

How many semesters during your high school career have you kept a
record book on your supervised occupational experience program?
__ 6 6 pts
3 4 pts
__ 0 0 pts
7 8 pts
- - 4 4 pts
1 2 pts
8 8 pts
5 6 pts
2 2 pts
7. How many total SOEP visitations have you received from your
instructor(s} during your high school career?

=

=

=

o

1- 4

5-10
11-16
More than 16
8.

What are your future plans after graduation from high school?
Further education for agriculture career preparation
Further education for non-agriculture career preparation
Farming
Agribusiness career
Non-agribusiness career
Involvement in FFA Leadership Activities

9.

How many semesters during your high school career have you been
a member in the FFA chapter?
6 6 pts
3 4 pts
o 0 pts
8 8 pts
4 4 pts
- - 1 2 pts
8 8 pts
5 6 pts
2 2 pts

=

10. What is your current FFA degree?
None
Greenhand
Chapter
Farmer
State Farmer

Opts
2 pts
4 pts
8 pts

11. How many different FFA leadership events have you participated
in at the local level during your high school career? (i.e.,
parliamentary procedure, speaking contests, leadership camps, etc.)
Count an activity only once.
None
1 to 5

0 pts
2 pts
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6 to 10
11 to 15
- - 16 or more
12.

4 pts
6 pts
8 pts

In anyone FFA leadership event, what has been your highest
level of competition in which you have received recognition?

opts
None
2 pts
Local
4 pts
Area
6 pts
District
8 pts
State
Regional or
10 pts
National
13. How many different FFA proficiency awards have you applied
for at the local chapter level?
opts
o
2 pts
1
4 pts
2
6 pts
3
8 pts
4 or more
14. Which of the following levels of recognition has been your
highest attainment in the FFA proficiency award program?
None
Local
District or
Area
State
Regiona 1 or
National

opts
2 pts
4 pts

6 pts
8 pts

15. How many different chapter program of activity committees
have you served on as a member? (i.e., earnings and savings,
cooperation, conduct of meetings, etc.)

o
1

2
3

4 or more

opts
2 pts
4 pts
6 pts
8 pts
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16. How many chapter program of activity committees have you served
on as a chairperson?
opts
o
2 pts
1
4 pts
2
6 pts
3
8
pts
4 or more
17. How many times have you been an FFA officer either at the junior
officer level or the official chapter level?

o
1
2

3

4 or more

Opts
2 pts
4 pts
6 pts
8 pts

Thank you for your cooperation in completing this survey. Your assistance
has been valuable, and will be of help in learning more about the
vocational agriculture programs.

